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Abstract
This thesis presents a new class of biologically inspired robots: continuum robotic surfaces.
This work is fueled by the question: can the interaction between robot and environment be advanced
with “programmable surfaces in space?” The novelty of continuum robotic surfaces lies in their ability
to be actively controlled and reconfigured in what we believe is the current ”missing dimension” in
robot movements - two-dimensional space. We believe that such surfaces will lend themselves to more
complex applications. However, to e↵ectively deploy such surfaces for these complex applications,
kinematic models will be necessary to plan and control desired configurations. The forward kinematic
models for continuum surfaces introduced herein are an initial step in achieving this goal. Then, to
test the precision of our model, we validate it via hardware realizations. Lastly, with the kinematic
model and hardware realization, the next step is to explore one of the aforementioned complex
applications for these surfaces. We believe that a continuum robotic surface can lend itself to upper-
extremity stroke rehabilitation in a novel way. Our e↵orts in interactively designing and building
a working prototype with the clinical and sta↵ healthcare subject matter experts at the Roger C.
Peace Rehabilitation Center of the Greenville Hospital System are detailed.
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For centuries, people have been compelled to develop devices and systems resembling bio-
logical phenomena. Humans, birds, fish, and many other creatures have been sources of inspiration
for inventors and engineers; such inspiration led to the field of biologically inspired robotics. Some
developments in the field have been for the purpose of pure entertainment, some have been to test
a human’s ability to reproduce the actions of living specimens, and others to replicate actions that
could improve quality of life. Due to its diversity and the benefits it yields, the field of biological
robotics has been expanding, and, rightly so, its expansion has been dependent on other fields,
primarily the field of biology. Therefore, it is no surprise that when advances in biological research
improved in such a way that scientists and engineers were able to draw from a vast pool of scientific
data and models, the field of biologically inspired robots was able to progress at an accelerated
rate. Similarly though, it is significant to note that without advances in technology, the realization
of biologically inspired robots would not be as impressive or beneficial. It was the coupling of the
advancing work of biologists and engineers that enabled the expansion of this field, which has led to
a number of novel and exciting research areas. In this thesis, we explore the development of the field
of continuum robotic surfaces. We define a continuum robotic surface as a two-dimensional (2-D)
robotic surface capable of actively controlled local movements. Such a surface has more than just a
few degrees of freedom; it has an infinite number of joints that can each be influenced by actuators
to allow for more flexible shapes. Our work is a prime example of how much the field has progressed
in the last three decades [39].
Continuum robots are those with structures which can bend continuously at any point along
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their structure. This contrasts with traditional rigid link robots, which bend at only a finite number
of joints along their structure. Until the late twentieth century, continuum robotics was looming
in the background of robotic research and development while rigid link robotics stood boldly in
the foreground. Although the concept of continuum robotics has been around since the 1960s, it
was not until the 1980s that the field began to expand; perhaps, this is attributed not only to the
increase in attention towards kinematically redundant robots but also to the expansion of the field of
biologically inspired robots. The biological phenomena of elephant trunks, octopus arms, and snakes
are a few examples of creatures that have greatly impacted continuum robotic development. Robots
with structures similar to these animals o↵er a flexibility unknown to rigid-link manipulators, and
this flexibility greatly increases the usability of robotic devices in real-world applications. Industrial
robots have become highly advanced, but they would have a di cult time aiding in search and rescue
situations where a robot must maneuver around rocks and other debris. A continuum robot fills this
void, and we are now beginning to see what other voids can be filled by an expansion of continuum
robotic development. The development of a continuum robotic surface is a glimpse of what is to
come [39].
After drawing inspirations from biological creatures that relate to flexible lines in space, it
is only natural that the next step would be to explore the concept of a flexible surface or plane,
which we term continuum surfaces. The most obvious places from which to draw inspiration are the
flexible surfaces that exist in nature, plants and animals. After observing the flatworm, bat wing,
sting ray and thinking about the structure of something as simple as a leaf, one can gain a sense
of how sturdy, yet flexible surfaces are created in nature. Observing Figure 1.1, one will see that
movement in each of these surfaces is supported and guided by an internal structure that extends
throughout the surface. Observing this, we have developed a continuum surface that is actuated by
an internal structure of McKibben pneumatic muscles. The movements that have been generated
by this surface and the characteristics of the surface itself are appealing for a number of reasons,
reasons that are di↵erent from those associated with rigid-link robots.
Complementary to this class of biologically inspired robots are a familiar class of robots
known for their industrial look and rigid functionality. They were built and programmed to move
rigid structures, and, therefore, trace “jagged lines in space” along or about 1-dimensional (1-D) sur-
faces. They have distinct joints that allow their kinematics to characterize movement along straight
lines so that their end e↵ector can reach a desired location. While these robots serve their purpose
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Figure 1.1: Structures of a Flatworm, a Maple Leaf, and a Bat Wing
well, their movement is restricted; their minimal local movements limit spatial configurations.
Unlike their rigid-link counterparts, the local movement capabilities of continuum robots is
extensive. Due to the significant theoretical understanding [6], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [20], [22], [24],
[28], [32], [41], [44] and practical development [2, 23] of “trunk and tentacle” robots in recent years,
numerous physical designs have been proposed [18, 30, 40, 42] and demonstrated [5, 15, 16, 19, 27, 35]
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to create the e↵ect of a continuous “invertebrate-like” backbone, as opposed to the “vertebrate-like”
backbone of conventional manipulators. This led to a core innovation of allowing movement along
curved lines as opposed to the rigid, straight lines of traditional robots, which, in turn, allows
continuum robots to better match their configuration (i.e., shape) to their environments [7, 8].
However, despite the novel capabilities o↵ered by this emerging class of continuum robots, they also
remain, in essence, “lines in space.” So, we have posed the question: can the interaction between
robot and environment be advanced with “programmable surfaces in space?”
There are a large number of unusual potential applications for two-dimensional (2-D) robotic
surfaces that would utilize and require the local movement capabilities of a true continuum 2-D
robotic surface. Reconfigurable antenna arrays could utilize the surface to create a configuration
needed for optimal performance [38]. Robot surfaces may be developed to optimize the aerodynamics
of race cars or boats; continuum surface shells could reconfigure themselves to yield di↵erent acoustic
sounds in concert halls; continuum surface lamps may be developed to aid in the adaptive distribution
or placement of light. Another increasingly promising application for a continuum robot surface lies
in the healthcare realm. Robot surfaces are good candidates for adapting a flexible surface that lies
in the hard shell of the bio-mask [1]. Also, the ability of a robot surface to continuously adapt its
shape could transform the nature of over-the-bed tables found in both healthcare facilities and at
home, significantly improving the lives of people with impaired mobility [4]. Programmable robotic
surfaces and slings could revolutionize rehabilitation in numerous conditions, such as stroke therapy.
The flexibility and adaptability of such robots o↵er a way to interact with the environment unlike
any that have come before and have allowed us to venture into the realm of rehabilitation robotics.
In the 1960s, the field of rehabilitation robotics was in its infancy. In the following decades,
advances in medicine allowed such a great expansion in this field that the new millennium was hit
with powerful advancements in the field. The driving force behind this surge can be attributed
to an increased life expectancy among the population. The older individuals become, the more
likely they are to su↵er age-related disabilities. To try to cope with an increase in disabilities and
a decrease in the number of hours rehabilitation therapists have available to spend with patients,
roboticists are actively developing rehabilitation robots in five main areas: therapy, assistance,
artificial limb development, functional neural stimulation, and technology for the diagnosis and
monitoring of people during activities of daily living (ADLs) [39]. Although developments in each of
these areas are unique, one thought ties them all together; rehabilitation robots may come to o↵er
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more benefits than originally envisioned, not only for the patients, but for the therapists as well.
To explore this notion, we have developed a prototype continuum robotic surface geared towards
improving rehabilitation. For our device, we have chosen to focus our application towards therapy
robots, specifically with patients who su↵ered a stroke and are seeking to regain functionality in
their upper-extremities.
There are a number of foreseen benefits to using robots for therapeutic purposes, but there
are three reasons that researchers have deemed to be the most noteworthy. The first reason empha-
sizes the fact that rehabilitation robots and therapists have a common goal; they have both been
“programmed” to improve the quality of life of a person with a disability. However, unlike the ther-
apist, the robot is less susceptible to getting tired and allowing slight variations in therapy intensity;
the robot can continue to consistently perform a therapy for a long period of time. The only way
for it to stop would be for it to break or be turned o↵; if the robot’s actions became inconsistent,
maintenance could be performed. Secondly, a robot’s sensors can gather data that a therapist may
not be able to acquire. Sensors can measure and record characteristics of the work being performed
by the patient that can, in turn, be used to quantify a patient’s improvement. Lastly, a robot may
be able to entice the patient to participate in therapy exercises that the therapist cannot perform.
With the help of sensors, the robot can consistently identify errors in movement and attempt to
correct the patient’s movements.
However, with optimism, often comes doubt and uncertainty, and there are a few aspects
about rehabilitation robots that make people question their e↵ectiveness. In the 1980s, researchers
realized that stroke rehabilitation could be vastly improved by focusing on improving use-dependent
plasticity of the neuromuscular system. Therefore, there were a number of robots developed which fo-
cused on achieving this goal. The MIT-MANUS, MIME, SEAT, and ARM projects all demonstrated
di↵erent ways to increase use-dependent plasticity [39]. Although these devices accomplished a com-
mon goal, there was still a question of whether or not they had actually optimized use-dependent
plasticity or if they were not as e↵ective as a therapist. The big questions haunting development of
the robots were 1) “...what movements patients should practice and what feedback they should re-
ceive about their performance...” and 2) “...what forces the robot should apply to the patient’s limb
to provoke plasticity...” [39]. Essentially, there is no common or scientifically proven understanding
of what exactly the robot should do.
Even though we may not be sure what the robot should do, we do know which traits are
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desired from rehabilitation robots. Results from clinical trials have noted that it is desirable for
therapy to be controlled and consistent and that quantitative assessment is desirable. It is also
desired that the robots be intelligent enough to interpret and advance a patient’s therapy level –
the device must be personalizeable. Perhaps most important of all, though, it is desired that the
robots be safe. Although, at the moment, we cannot fulfill all of these desires, we believe that we can
improve stroke therapy in a novel way. The work in this thesis suggests that the localized movements
a↵orded by a continuum surface can help make it personalizeable by allowing us to vary the degree
to which a patient interacts with the surface, by ensuring that the surface will allow for repeatable
actuation, by designing the surface so that it is augmented with sensors to gather characteristics
about the patient’s interaction with the surface, and by requiring that the nature of the surface is
safe and inviting. Our work in this thesis, by presenting for the first time a compliant surface robot,
o↵ers unique solutions to the last point in particular. One source noted that “...a challenge for
robotic aid developers is a significant improvement in intrinsic safety without a decrease in function
(strength, speed, etc.) from what is typical today in industrial robotics” [39]. Although our device
may not be as strong as other devices on the market, it has a quick response time and is intrinsically
soft, flexible, and easy to override.
Although our design may seem to accomplish few and simple tasks in comparison to other
devices, we are confident that there is much to be gained from this research in future years. Most
new therapy devices do not begin by trying to accomplish a large number of therapy movements;
the Bi-Manu-Track is a prime example of this. With only two motors, the Bi-Manu-Track only
allows bimanual wrist-flexion extension and pronation/supination, yet it has resulted in a great
improvement in therapy results [39]. The goal is to set a foundation from which future researchers
can build. To set this foundation, we have drawn from the direct knowledge of clinical and sta↵
healthcare subject matter experts. We initially referenced the Fugl-Meyer scale for inspiration
on what movements a therapy surface might be able to accomplish and then discussed therapy
techniques with the actual therapists that perform them on a daily basis. From those two sources,
we chose two therapy movements that we thought would be beneficial to develop. Therefore, the
concept of a continuum robotic surface for stroke rehabilitation that accomplished arm cupping –
for safety and arm positioning – along with wrist extension and flexion was born.
With a concept, must come the realization of a concept, and, for robotics, this realization
requires a mathematical model of the robot. Forward and inverse kinematic models are required to
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describe the movement of a robot, and the forward kinematic model is typically developed before
the inverse. Therefore, it is important that we o↵er a mathematical understanding of the forward
kinematics of a continuum robotic surface before delving further into the application of such a
surface. Once we have a solid understanding of kinematic relationships, we will be better prepared
for a full implementation of the surface as a therapeutic device. Therefore, the layout of this thesis
is as follows.
The second chapter of this work will showcase the development of the forward kinematic
modeling of a continuum robotic surface. We will explore the foundation upon which these kinematics
stem, how the kinematics can be developed for a number of di↵erent muscle configurations, and the
accuracy of the model. To our knowledge, this is the first kinematic model for a continuum robotic
surface introduced in literature.
The third chapter will observe the development of a physical prototype of a continuum
robotic surface. There is more than one way to construct a continuum surface, and some methods
are more e↵ective than others. It is in this chapter that we will explore the results of tests performed
with the di↵erent construction methods and determine which materials and connections between
the surface and the muscles that actuate the surface work best. Although other researchers have
introduced the concept of a continuum robotic surface in literature [25], to our knowledge, we are
the first to have built an actual prototype of such a surface.
The fourth chapter will delve deeper into the application of a continuum robotic surface
for stroke rehabilitation. First, we will explore further why we believe that a continuum surface
has the characteristics that will allow it to improve rehabilitation. Then, we will discuss the results
from the testing of our continuum robotic surface with therapists at the Greenville Health System.
Last, we will convey the mathematical model that was used to develop and control our prototype.
While devices actuated by pneumatic muscles are in existence in the field of rehabilitation robotics,
we believe that we are the first to utilize a pneumatically actuated continuum robotic surface for
rehabilitation.
Lastly, the fifth chapter will discuss the conclusions drawn from the work completed with
continuum robotic surfaces. It will also discuss the future work that can hopefully continue the ad-
vancements in the fields of biologically-inspired robots, continuum robots, and rehabilitation robots.
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Chapter 2
Forward Kinematic Model for
Continuum Robotic Surfaces
2.1 Introduction
The traditional approach to providing movement in both robotics and architecture focuses on
the movement of rigid structures (e.g. manipulator links, wheels, doors, and windows) along or about
surfaces of 1-dimension (1-D) (i.e., lines and axes). Consequently, functionally, traditional robot
manipulators trace “jagged lines in space,” and their kinematics identify a series of straight lines
(or, for mobile robots, a geometry of line-based movements), which, via movement along them and at
their intersections, define the end e↵ector (or vehicle center) location, orientation, and movement of
the robot. Physically, their rigid links typically form a jagged, vertebrate-like backbone, with only a
small portion of their bodies having meaningful interactions with their environment. While design in
these traditional areas of robotics has focused on extracting optimal performance from specific parts
of the robot (e.g. end e↵ector and vehicle center), in general, the local (internal body) movement
capability of the robot is still restricted to 1-D. Even the realization that concentrating two or
more movements at the same location (e.g. in a spherical wrist) significantly increases performance
does not overshadow the acknowledgment that although this approach has the advantage of being
relatively simple to engineer and analyze, it is restrictive in the local movements a↵orded and, thus,
the spatial configurations the system can attain. Therefore, we have begun to more deeply explore
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the class of robotics known as continuum robotics with the intent of utilizing their local movements.
Furthermore, unlike our predecessors who have explored continuum lines in space, we have extended
our research to continuum robotic surfaces. Although we are not the only researchers currently
exploring such surfaces [25], to our knowledge, we are the first to explore the forward kinematics
of such devices. The concept is, however, in part inspired by the creations of Oosterhuis [36] in
exploration of adaptive spaces.
We are not claiming that conventional robotic (and other) systems do not involve the move-
ment of surfaces. Indeed, probably the best-known and still the most successful manipulation system
– the parallel jaw end-e↵ector – is based on the movement of surfaces (i.e., the jaws of the grip-
per). For mobile robots, the “rubber meets the road,” literally, via surface contact between tire
and ground. Also, the e↵ect of surface-fingertip contact has been discussed extensively in the multi-
fingered manipulation community. However, in none of these cases can the shape of the robot surface
be actively controlled and reconfigured. Particularly for human-robot interaction, we believe that
the current “missing dimension” in robot movements (2-D) will be essential for complex applications,
such as a therapeutic surface for stroke rehabilitation, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Consequently, we make the argument for an alternative design approach based on the ac-
tuation of flexible, continuous 2-D surfaces. Just as the concept of robotic surfaces is not new, the
concept of continuum robots is not new [37]. In recent years, significant theoretical understanding
[6], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [20], [22], [24], [28], [32], [41], [44] and practical development [2, 23] of
“trunk and tentacle” robots has been achieved. While numerous physical designs have been proposed
[18, 30, 40, 42] and demonstrated [5, 15, 16, 19, 27, 35], the common overall design goal has been to
create the e↵ect of a continuous “invertebrate-like” backbone, as opposed to the “vertebrate-like”
backbone of conventional manipulators. This led to a core innovation of allowing movement along
curved lines as opposed to the rigid, straight lines of traditional robots, which, in turn, allows contin-
uum robots to better match their configuration (i.e., shape) to their environments [7, 8]. However,
despite the novel capabilities o↵ered by this emerging class of continuum robots, they also remain,
in essence, “lines in space.” Extending upon this, we herein explore a new class of 2-D continuum
robots, “programmable surfaces in space.” To e↵ectively deploy such surfaces, kinematic models
will be necessary to plan and control desired configurations. The forward kinematic models for
continuum surfaces introduced herein are an initial step in achieving this goal; we introduce a new
kinematic model for continuum robotic surfaces and validate it via hardware realizations. A general
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overview of the kinematics presented in this Chapter appeared in [31].
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2.2 Foundation
2.2.1 Base Kinematic Model
In this thesis, we specifically consider and model 2-D continuum robotic surfaces actuated
by tendons or muscles embedded within the surface. Our physical prototypes (detailed in Chapter
3) are actuated by McKibben (air-) muscles, which are pneumatic artificial muscles. The in-house
construction process for these pneumatic muscles is detailed in Appendix B. However, the modeling
approach applies to any physical actuation scheme which results in locally constant curvature.
2.2.2 Discrete/Continuous Base Models
The phrases “muscle location,” “muscle arrangement,” and “muscle termination” will be
used throughout this chapter to describe the continuum surface. The term “muscle location” de-
scribes the location at which the muscle is placed within the continuum surface. The muscle location,
not the coordinates of points on the surface, will be characterized by three values y,z,  2 R, repre-
sented as (y, z,  ); y and z represent the y-coordinate and z-coordinate values of the tube end of
the muscle (the end in which the air tube enters), and   represents the angle that the muscle has
been rotated counter-clockwise from the z-axis, around the x-axis, where the fixed point of rotation
is (y, z). The term “muscle arrangement” is used to describe a set of multiple muscle locations.
We consider how muscles located at di↵erent points on the continuum surface combine to produce
di↵erent e↵ects on the movement of the surface. Lastly, the term “muscle termination” refers to the
point at which the muscle end lies (the muscle end is the side opposite of the tube end); intuitively,
it represents the end of the muscle that curves. For instance, if a muscle is located at (0, 0, 90), the
muscle termination point is (y
min
, 0), and it curves from y=y
min
towards y=0 – y
min
will correspond
to the most negative y-coordinate position at which an edge of the surface lies (which corresponds to
the width of the surface). Similarly, for a muscle located at (y
min
, 0, 270), the muscle termination
point is (0,0), and it curves from y=0 towards y=y
min
. An illustration of the muscle location and
muscle termination concepts are shown in Figure 2.1; in this example, (y, z)=(0, z
max
),  =180 ,
and the muscle termination point is (0, 0) – where z
max
corresponds to the maximum z-coordinate
position at which an edge of the surface lies (which corresponds to the length of the surface).
The first step in developing the forward kinematics for continuum surfaces involves defining
the base continuum kinematic model from which the new kinematics will build. This model is
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the the Muscle Termination Point
restricted to the kinematics for a line in space but will herein be extended to define the kinematics
for a continuum surface. This model is similar to [9]; however, it di↵ers in the manner in which the
angle of rotation is referenced. Also, note that, like [9], we assume constant curvature and constant
length of the muscles.
Figure 2.2: Representation of the Discrete Kinematics
For the conventional, planar, discrete (rigid link) case, illustrated in Figure 2.2, the (x, y)


























j=1 qi represents the orientation of the i
th link, where i 2 [1, n], link measured
counter-clockwise from the base frame x-axis, and (x, y) represents the position of the kth, where
k 2 [1, n], joint of the manipulator measured in the base frame. Note, all link lengths are equal.
For the continuous case, pictured below in Figure 2.3, the number of links approaches
infinity. Correspondingly, as seen in [9], the equations become:
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k(v) dv) d , (2.3)
where x(s), y(s) 2 R jointly represent the position vector to the point associated with






where ✓(s) 2 R, represents the orientation of the tangent to the curve at each value of s,
and it is measured as clockwise from the x-axis. In equations (2.3) and (2.7), k(•) 2 R represents
the curvature function.
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2.3 Modified Kinematic Equations
For the development of our continuum surface models in the following sections, the direction
from which ✓(s) is referenced will be altered from its definition in [9]; we will reference the angles
as counter-clockwise from the y-axis as opposed to clockwise. This modification is made to be
representative of our initial physical continuum surfaces that were tested in our lab – the continuum



















k(v) dv) d , (2.6)
where x(s), y(s) 2 R jointly represent the position vector to the point associated with arclength






where ✓(s) 2 R, represents the orientation of the tangent to the curve at each value of s, and it
is measured as counter-clockwise from the y-axis. In equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), k(•) 2 R
represents the curvature function, which will be developed in Section 2.4.1.
The only di↵erence between equations (2.5) and (2.6) and the continuous equations that
result from [9] is that the y(s) terms are of opposite sign to one another; our y(s) is negative whereas
the y(s) from [9] is positive. However, it is important to note that, although our y-coordinates are
negative, we will use the absolute value of these coordinates in our calculations and take the negative
nature of the coordinates into account within the kinematic formulas. So, in this text, the reader
can assume that a variable y being utilized as input to a formula is actually |y|.
These exact kinematic formulas are used for muscles that are located at (0, z, 90), in which
z 2 (0, z
max
). Adjustments will be made to these formulas as the location of the muscle on the
surface changes.
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Figure 2.4: Representation of the Continuum Kinematics
2.3.1 Further Kinematic Modification for Varying Muscle Locations
2.3.1.1 Muscles Rotated by   = 90
Any muscle that has been rotated by   = 90, will utilize the kinematic equations given by
Equations 2.5 and 2.6.
2.3.1.2 Muscles Rotated by   = 0
As noted, 2.5 and 2.6 are the kinematic equations for a surface with muscles that have a
  value of 90, as the muscles in our initial physical prototypes did. However, as we developed new
physical prototypes, we discovered that muscles with di↵erent   values require slightly manipulated
kinematic equations. Muscles can be rotated by a   value of zero, and the curves induced by these
muscles are induced along the z-axis; this concept is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Representation of the Continuum Kinematics



















k(v) dv) d , (2.9)
where x(s), z(s) 2 R jointly represent the position vector to the point associated with arclength
s 2 [0, l0] from the origin.
2.3.1.3 Muscles Rotated by   = 270
Muscles that have been rotated by   = 270, are kinematically represented by slightly mod-
ified versions of Equations 2.5 and 2.6. Muscles at these locations have muscle termination points
that curve towards z = z
max
. Essentially, the exact same kinematic calculations are being per-
formed. The di↵erence is that instead of the termination point moving by 4y from y
min
, it is
moving from y=0 to 4y. To obtain 4y, we subtract the y-coordinate determined by the Equation




. In other words, the kinematics are reflected about the z-axis
and shifted by y
min
























k(v) dv) d ), (2.11)
where x(s), y(s) 2 R jointly represent the position vector to the point associated with arclength
s 2 [0, l0] from the origin.
2.3.1.4 Muscles Rotated by   = 180
Muscles that have been rotated by   = 180 require the same transformations described in
Section 2.3.1.3. In these cases, the kinematics described by Equation 2.8 and 2.9 are reflected about
the y-axis and shifted to the left by z
max
























k(v) dv) d , (2.13)
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where x(s), y(s) 2 R jointly represent the position vector to the point associated with arclength
s 2 [0, l0] from the origin.
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2.4 Extension to a Continuum Surface
A continuum surface with embedded muscle actuators can be viewed as a collection of
curves in space, which are induced by and are parallel to muscles embedded within and actuating
the surface. A contribution of this thesis is that the curvatures of the lines induced by the muscle(s)
will be calculated via an interpolation function; this concept is portrayed in Figure 2.6. Muscle
position and/or arrangement a↵ect the shapes that are created along the edges of the surface when
the muscles are actuated. Therefore, depending on the position and/or arrangement of the muscle(s),
either a cubic or an exponential interpolation function will be used, subsequently, to calculate the
curvatures of the lines induced by the pneumatic muscle(s). The use of one function over the other
depends on the position, and in one case the arrangement, of the actuating muscles within the surface.
These locations and arrangements were determined empirically; this work will be discussed in Section
3.3.1 of Chapter 3. The calculation of the curvatures is necessary to compute the coordinates of any
point on the continuum surface after it is actuated.
Figure 2.6: Representation of the Curves Induced Across a Surface
2.4.1 Interpolation











In equation (2.14), k(z) 2 R is the curvature of the curve induced at coordinate z 2 [0, z
max
], and
k1 2 R+ and k2 2 R+ are the curvature values of muscles located on the surface. Note: the values of
k1 and k2 are dependent upon the characteristics of the pneumatic muscles (for example, the length)
as well as the pressure inside of the muscles. Further research is necessary to develop functions to
calculate these values; our values were determined via experimentation. For two muscles that each
lie perpendicular to the same axis, at di↵erent ends of the axis, the combined e↵ect of equation
(2.14) acts as a weighted average of the e↵ects of the two muscles. These e↵ects are conveyed by the
monotonic g(•) 2 [0, 1]. For cubic interpolation, the term g( z
z
zmax
) corresponds to the e↵ect given
by an inducing muscle (when unpressurized) that lies along either the negative y-axis at z = 0 or
along the z-axis at y = 0; and, the term g(1  z
z
max
) reflects the e↵ect given by an inducing muscle
that lies along the negative y-axis at z = z
max
or along the z-axis at y = y
min
.




) corresponds to the e↵ect given by an inducing muscle (when unpressurized) that lies




the e↵ect given by an inducing muscle that lies along the negative y-axis at z = z
max
or along the
z-axis at y = y
min
.
We adopt the convention that k1 2 R will always represent the greater curvature value; so,
in (2.14), the curvature of a given muscle will either multiply the g( z
z
zmax




term, depending on the location of the muscle with the greatest curvature. Note that this is only
for cases where two muscles are parallel; in other cases, only one muscle is present on the surface,
so k1 will multiply the term that corresponds to the location of the muscle, and k2 will correspond
to the curvature of a soon to be defined phantom muscle. Additionally, the term parallel muscles
refers to two parallel muscles in the sense that the muscles lie parallel to each other on the plane of
an unactuated surface.
2.4.2 Phantom Muscle Concept
A phantom muscle, pictured below in Figure 2.7, is defined as an imaginary muscle with
a curvature value that is a fraction of the curvature value of an actual muscle (1/4 the value of
the muscle’s curvature in our subsequent examples) and that lies at the side of the surface opposite
from the actual muscle (as in the case of parallel muscles). When only one muscle is present, it
was observed, in practice, that the actuated muscle induces a slight curvature at the side of the
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surface opposite from the muscle, the end where the curvature value is assumed to be zero by simple
interpolation. Thus, to analytically represent this, a ‘phantom muscle’ is used. Utilizing the adopted
convention expressed in Section 2.4.1, k1 will influence the function that corresponds to the location
of the real muscle, and k2 will influence the function that corresponds to the location of the phantom
muscle. The key di↵erence between the parallel muscle and phantom muscle relationships, though, is
that they employ di↵erent interpolation methods. There are only two muscle locations that employ
the phantom muscle concept that do not fit this mold; their interpolation functions, along with that
of parallel muscle arrangement, will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 2.7: Representation of the Phantom Muscle Concept
2.4.2.1 Cubic Interpolation
For a small subset of muscle locations and the parallel muscle arrangement, it was empirically
determined that cubic interpolation is an e↵ective means by which the induced curvature values for
the surface could be calculated. We use the cubic function1 g(z) = 2|z|3   3z2 + 1.
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|3   3(zmax   z
z
max
)2 + 1)k2 . (2.15)
For the parallel muscle arrangement shown in Figure 2.17, k1 and k2 directly represent the
curvatures of the muscles. However, a more general function is developed for muscles that lie parallel
to one of the axes and somewhere between the boundaries of the surface. For muscle locations where
the muscle lies between the boundaries of the surface, a piecewise function is used to represent the
1
Credit for this interpolation function is given to David W. Jacobs, at the University of Maryland.
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overall surface, and the phantom muscle concept is utilized. When a muscle does not lie on an edge
of the surface, the muscle splits the surface into two parts. One portion will utilize an interpolation








) term; therefore, two phantom muscles will be required. The interpolation function for













































] is the z-coordinate of the muscle.
Also, note that the numerator and denominator terms of the functions are di↵erent. This is
due to the assumption that the surface is being divided into two pieces, regions 1 and 2 seen below
in Figure 2.8. Therefore, each piece has its own range within the overall range of the surface. For
region 1, the width of the region is z
loc
  0, and z
max
from the original interpolation function now
corresponds to z
loc




, and z=0 from the original
interpolation function now corresponds to z
loc
. Furthermore, the location of the muscle in region 1
is at the opposite end of the surface from the location of the muscle in region 2; this di↵erence is
accounted for by the placement of k1 in Equation 2.16.
Figure 2.8: Representation of a Muscle Located at z = z
loc
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As noted, depending on the muscle location, k1 and k2 will be associated with di↵erent
portions of the interpolation function. When observing the interpolation function, one will see that
when z=0, the term (2| z
z
max
|3   3 z
z
max
2 + 1) = 1 while the term (2| zmax z
z
max
|3   3( zmax z
z
max
)2 + 1) = 0.
So, if the maximum value of the interpolation function is given by the g( z
z
max
) term when z=0, the




) term. This concept is illustrated in the second piece of Equation 2.16.
Furthermore, when z = z
max
, the term (2| z
z
max
|3   3 z
z
max




|3   3( zmax z
z
max
)2 + 1) = 1. So, if the maximum value of the interpolation function is
given by the g(1   z
z
max
) term when z = z
max
, the interpolation function for a muscle that lies
along the negative y-axis at z = z
max
should multiply k1 by the g(1  z
z
max
) term. This concept is
illustrated in the first piece of Equation 2.16.
2.4.2.2 Exponential Interpolation
While testing some physical prototypes, it was observed that there are cases where muscle
locations induce curvatures within the surface whose values take a shape that could be better rep-
resented by an exponential function. In these cases, only one real muscle – this single muscle must
lie along an edge of the surface – will be inducing curvatures along the surface that are parallel to
this real muscle. Therefore, only one curvature value, that of the inducing muscle, will be known.
For these muscle locations, the other curvature value will be that of the phantom muscle. The































Depending on the muscle location, k1 and k2 will be associated with di↵erent portions of






















1 = 1. So, if the maximum value of the
interpolation function is given by the g(1   z
z
max
) term when z=0, the interpolation function for




Therefore, if k1 is the gain for g(1  z
z
max
), the exponential function will be denoted as k
e0 2 R+.
Furthermore, when z = z
max























So, if the maximum value of the interpolation function is given by the g( z
z
max
) term when z = z
max
,
the interpolation function for a muscle that lies along the negative y-axis at z = z
max
should multiply













2.4.3 Interpolation for Canonical Muscle Locations
In this section, the application of exponential or cubic interpolation to the di↵erent canonical
muscle locations on a continuum surface is explored. It should be noted that the application of the
interpolation function is independent of the muscle termination point as long as the termination
points are 180 degrees apart. For instance, a muscle that is located at (0,0,90) utilizes the same
interpolation function as a muscle that is located at (y
min
,0,270). Therefore, there will be two cases
for each location set in which the same interpolation function is used. The following section will
then proceed to utilize the developments in this section so that models for more general muscle
arrangements can be generated.
2.4.3.1 Muscles that Lie Parallel to the Negative Y-Axis
2.4.3.1.1 Parallel Muscle Arrangement
In this first set of muscle locations, which is shown in Figure 2.9, the muscles lie along
the negative y-axis and are located at z=z
max
and z=0. Therefore, the locations of the muscle pair
can be (0, z
max




, 270) and (y
min
, 0, 270). Following the guidelines
set forth in Section 2.4.2.1, the curvature function for these locations is:
k
c
(z) = (2| z
z
max








|3   3(zmax   z
z
max
)2 + 1)k2 . (2.18)
2.4.3.1.2 Muscle Location where z = z
max
In this set of muscle locations, which is shown in Figure 2.10, the muscle lies along the
negative y-axis at z=zmax, so its location is (0, z
max




, 270). Following the
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Figure 2.9: Representation of Parallel Muscles
































Figure 2.10: Representation of a Muscle Located at (0, z
max





2.4.3.1.3 Muscle Location where z = 0
To use this interpolation function, the muscle location can be either (0, 0, 90) or (y
min
,0,270).






























Figure 2.11: Representation of a Muscle Located at (0, 0, 90) or (y
min
,0,270)
2.4.3.1.4 Muscle Location where z = z
loc
To use this interpolation function, the muscle location can be either (0, z
loc





, 270), as shown in Figure 2.12. This location belongs in the subset of muscles that will utilized
cubic interpolation. So, following the guidelines set forth in section 2.4.2.1, the curvature function













































] is the z-coordinate of the muscle.
2.4.4 Muscles that Lie Parallel to the Z-Axis
For each of the following muscle locations, the muscles now lie parallel to the z-axis instead
of the negative y-axis as assumed in the development of the interpolation functions. Therefore,
curves are now induced across the surface parallel to the z-axis, and the interpolation function now
defines the curvature values for these curves along the negative y-axis. Therefore, we must simply
replace all of the z-coordinate variables from the previous development with y-coordinate variables.
2.4.4.0.5 Parallel Muscle Arrangement
In this first set of muscle locations, which is shown in Figure 2.13, the muscles lie along
the z-axis and are located at y=0 and y=y
min





, 180) and (0, z
max
, 180) or (y
min
,0,0) and (0,0,0). Following the guidelines set forth in
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Figure 2.12: Representation of a Muscle Located at (0, z
loc





Section 2.4.2.1, the curvature function for these locations is:
k
c
(y) = (2| y
y
max








|3   3(ymax   y
y
max
)2 + 1)k2 . (2.22)
Figure 2.13: Representation of Parallel Muscles
2.4.4.0.6 Muscle Location where y = y
min







,0,0), as shown in Figure 2.14. This corresponds to the locations from Section 2.4.3.1.2. So,
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, 180) or (y
min
,0,0)
2.4.4.0.7 Muscle Location where y = 0
To use this interpolation function, the muscle location can be either (0, z
max
, 180) or
(0,0,0), as shown in 2.15. This corresponds to the locations from Section 2.4.3.1.3. So, with the z0s





























Figure 2.15: Representation of a Muscle Located at (0, z
max
, 180) or (0,0,0)
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2.4.4.0.8 Muscle Location where y = y
loc







,0,0), as shown in Figure 2.16. This corresponds to the locations from Section 2.4.3.1.4. So,













































] is the y-coordinate of the muscle.




, 180) or (y
loc
,0,0)
Our models thus far have been developed for when there is only one muscle on the surface or
for the case of parallel muscles. When multiple muscles are added to the surface to form non-parallel
muscle arrangements, the superposition principle is employed. (For each point along the surface,




In this section, we examine and assess the e↵ectiveness of the core kinematic models by
comparing a variety of muscle arrangements that actuate a physical continuum surface with the
associated three-dimensional models. We detail the kinematics for each muscle arrangement.
The physical prototypes developed for this testing were created by sewing o↵-the-shelf McK-
ibben muscles, which were built in our lab, onto mattress foam. Di↵erent flexible surfaces were tested,
and it was determined that the mattress foam yielded the best performance. This work is presented
in Chapter 3.
2.5.1 Parallel Muscle Arrangement
To formulate the kinematics for this muscle arrangement, shown in Fig. 2.17, the interpola-
tion function from Section 2.4.3.1.1 is combined with the kinematic equations from Section 2.3.1.1:













(z) dz) d  (2.26)
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(z) dz) d , (2.27)
where x
parallel




Figure 2.18: Perpendicular Muscle Arrangement
2.5.2 Perpendicular Muscle Arrangement
This muscle arrangement superimposes the x-coordinate values for muscles 1 and 2, which
are at locations (0,z
max
, 90) and (0,z
max
,180), respectively. Notice that muscle 1 combines the
kinematics developed in Section 2.3.1.1 with the interpolation method from Section 2.4.3.1.2 while
muscle 2 combines the kinematics developed in Section 2.3.1.4 with the interpolation method from
Section 2.4.4.0.7. So, the kinematics for muscles in this location are:


































) dy) d  (2.29)
z(0,z
max
,90)(sy, sz) = sz. (2.30)






































,180)(sy, sz) = sy. (2.33)
In this muscle arrangement, only the x-direction is influenced by both muscles; therefore, the x-






























2.5.3 Plus-Shaped Muscle Arrangement
Figure 2.19: Plus-Shape Muscles
This muscle arrangement also superimposes the e↵ects on the x-component from muscles 1
and 2, which are at locations (0,0.5⇤z
max




,180), respectively. The kinematic






































,90)(sy, sz) = sz. (2.39)
















































,180)(sy, sz) = sy. (2.42)
In this muscle arrangement, the x-direction is the direction influenced by both muscles; therefore,


































2.5.4  -Degree Angle Muscle Arrangement
The kinematic model for muscles located at nonparallel or nonorthogonal angles is more
complex. Consider a muscle that lies at   degrees -   was defined in Section 2.2. In this case, the
curves induced by the muscle are not parallel to the major axes of the plane in which the surface
lies. So, it was envisioned that the induced curves under the actuation of the  -degree muscle can
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Figure 2.20: 135-Degree Angle Muscle Arrangement
be thought of as being rotated versions of two di↵erent sets of induced curves, and we assume that
each set occupies one half of the surface (Figure 2.21).
Figure 2.21: Breakdown of the 135-Degree Angle Kinematics
Figure 2.21, which shows a muscle with   = 135, illustrates that the curves induced by





,90). Each set of induced curves occupies a portion of the surface, which


















] are the arclengths along the muscle in the y and z directions,
respectively – for which we want to calculate the curvature, we are required to do one of two steps,
2
Note, we will represent a point that lies in region 1 as (sy1, sz1) and a point that lies in region 2 as (sy2, sz2).
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dependent upon in which region the point lies: 1) calculate the y-coordinate, which we will denote
as y
position
, at which the rotated line (on which the point lies) intersects the line z = z
max
if the
point lies in region 1 or 2) calculate the z-coordinate, which we will denote as z
position
, at which
the rotated line (on which the point lies) intersects the line y = 0 if the point lies in region 2.
These concepts are visually presented in parts (a) and (b) of Figure 2.22 for a muscle with   = 135,





Figure 2.22: How to Calculate the Axis Intercepts for Interpolation Calculation
Figure 2.23: Calculating the Arclengths of the Generated Curves Calculation
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Typically, once we have the interpolation function, we can use that function in conjunction
with the kinematic formulas generated earlier. However, the basic kinematic models do not take into
account that each curve generated by the  -degree muscle is not the same length; this is why simply
rotating the kinematics that correspond to a muscle located at (0, z
max
, 90) by   degrees around
the x-axis will not su ce. Therefore, we must perform extra steps to calculate the length, which
will be denoted as either l1 or l2, of the curve on which the point on the surface in question lies;
that calculated length will then be used to calculate the corresponding arc lengths of the unrotated
induced curve, which will be denoted as (s
y1 180, sz1 180) if the point is in region 1 or (sy2 90, sz2 90)
if the point is in region 2. From parts (a) and (b) of Figure 2.23, one can see that the lengths of the










cos((   90) ) , (2.52)
where l1 2 R+ and l2 2 R+. From this, sy1 180 and sz2 90 become yposition and zposition, respectively,
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and s
z1 180 and sy2 90 become zmax   l1 and l2, respectively.
Once the corresponding arc lengths on the unrotated induced curves have been calculated, we
can use the kinematics for a muscle located at (0, z
max
, 180) (region 1) or the kinematics for a muscle
located at (0, z
max
, 90) (region 2) to calculate the y- or z-coordinate post-actuation for the unrotated
induced curves; if the point lies in region 1, the coordinates will be denoted as (y1 180, z1 180), and
if the point lies in region 1, the coordinates will be denoted as (y2 90, z2 90). Lastly, we must rotate
the coordinates for the unrotated induced curves to their new coordinates on the  -degree rotated
curve. From parts (c) and (d) of Figure 2.23 we can see how the coordinates are rotated:
y1 = (z(0,z
max





z1 = zmax + (z(0,z
max








,90)(sy2 90, sz2 90)cos((   90) ) (2.55)
z2 = zposition + y(0,z
max
,90)(sy2 90, sz2 90)sin((   90) ). (2.56)
The actuation of muscle 2 induces movement in the x-, negative y-, and z-directions. For
this muscle, the x-, negative y-, and z- displacements are dependent upon whether the induced
curve lies in the lower left or upper right half of the surface. For muscle 1, displacement only
occurs in the negative y- and x-directions as previously discussed. Therefore, the kinematics for the
overall surface will take the displacements for each muscle in the x- and negative y-directions and
superimpose them, and the z-coordinate will be the calculated z-coordinate for muscle 2. So, the






































































































































Figure 2.24: Configurations of Continuum Surface Hardware (top row), with Results of Correspond-
ing Kinematic Model Predictions (bottom row), for Key Configurations Reported in Section IV
In order to assess the e↵ectiveness of our continuum surface kinematics, we performed
quantitative analysis using the Microsoft Kinect sensor. For this, 25 points were selected on the
surface; each point was either 8 or 10 cm from the previous point on a 36 cm-sided square surface.
For each muscle arrangement, two sets of data were collected. The first set measured the depth (the
distance of the point on the surface from the sensor) of the unactuated surface. The second set,
similarly, measured the depth of the points on the actuated surface by using a computer program
that allowed the user to choose feature points in two di↵erent image frames. The clicks in the first
image frame captured the depth for the unactuated surface at each point, and those in the second
image frame captured the depth for the actuated surface at each point. The sensor was positioned
directly in front of, at the same height as, and parallel to the surface.
To calculate the distance that each point on the surface had moved in the x-direction (the
height the surface moved), the actuated data was subtracted from the unactuated data. Once the x-
distance data had been calculated for each point, the x-distances for the same points were calculated
using the appropriate kinematic model (muscle arrangement dependent); then, the mean square error
(MSE) between them was calculated. Additionally, the MSE between the same kinematic data and
the physical data for an unactuated surface, which would have x-distances of zero, was calculated
for comparison; this MSE would represent the worst-case scenario and should, therefore, be larger
than the MSE for the actuated surface. Table 2.1 shows an analysis of the data.
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The MATLAB code used to generate the kinematic models can be found in Appendix A.
Table 2.1: Mean Squared Error Between the Kinematic Height Data and the Physical Height Data
When the Surface is Unactuated and Actuated (MSE) [m2]
Muscle Arrangement Perpendicular Parallel   = 30  Plus
Unactuated Surface 0.2896 0.2135 0.3480 0.4005
Actuated Surface 0.0958 0.0459 0.2204 0.2895
From Table 2.1, the model/hardware MSEs are small, relative to the reference MSE for
the flat, unactuated surface. This shows that the kinematics for the di↵erent muscle arrangements
approximate the height data (x-coordinate) well. The y- and z-coordinate data is consistent with
the kinematics developed by [9] and was, therefore, not taken into account.
However, the kinematics for the    and Plus arrangements did not approximate as well
as those for the parallel and perpendicular arrangements. For the    and Plus arrangements, the
increased discrepancy is likely due not only to the complexity of the shape of the surfaces after
actuation but also to the assumptions made for the interpolation equations. Experimentation and
fine tuning of the interpolation functions are likely to improve these results. More generally, the
curvature value of the mathematical model is an approximation of the curvature value of the physical
surface; a slight mismatch between the actual and approximated curvature values a↵ects the degree
to which the physical and kinematic data match. Also, as with any sensor, the precision can be an
issue. Lastly, and more importantly, two main assumptions were made about the surface kinematics,




The Development of a Continuum
Robotic Surface Prototype
As noted in Chapter 1, a goal of this thesis work was to develop a continuum robotic
surface to aid in stroke rehabilitation. The ideal surface would accomplish four main goals. 1) This
surface would be strong enough in the vertical direction to horizontally support a human arm. 2)
The surface would have enough curvature inducibility to allow actuation to morph the surface into
shapes that will allow for therapy exercises to be accomplished. 3) The surface would minimize
lateral compressibility. 4) The surface material must be thick enough to support muscles on both
sides of the surface. Since the therapy surface is envisioned to perform extension and flexion of
the wrist, muscles must be placed such that positive and negative curvatures can be induced in the
surface.
Before continuing, it is important to define the aforementioned terms that will be used
throughout this chapter to characterize prototype performance. These terms are: curvature in-
ducibility, material bendability, and lateral compressibility. Curvature inducibility is a term that
we are using to express the extent to which the surface is able to support curvature induced by
the pneumatic muscles that actuate the surface. Material bendability is the ability of the surface to
rotate out of its local plane at the point(s) of bending. It should be noted that curvature inducibility
is not the same as material bendability. If there is too much material bendability, the material can
bunch (like fabric), and this will decrease curvature inducibility. Lateral compressibility is defined
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as movement of the surface to locally translate the material within its local plane; this is evident
when a person applies opposing inward forces to opposite ends of a sponge.
It was determined that there are two main characteristics of a continuum surface that will
a↵ect how well the surface will be able to satisfy the ideal surface properties: the material of the
continuum surface and the method used to connect the muscles to the surface. In this chapter,
we will explore the characteristics of di↵erent surface materials and connection methods and assess
the performance of di↵erent combinations of the two. Furthermore, we also tested di↵erent muscle
groupings in an attempt to maximize curvature and assess the necessity of having muscles on both
sides of the surface. As mentioned, our first inclination was that we would need a thick surface so
that muscles could be attached to both sides; however, we wanted to see if we could decrease the
overall thickness of the material, which would thereby reduce the bulkiness of the therapy surface,
so we decided to perform the muscle grouping tests. The testing proved to illustrate that muscles,
indeed, needed to be attached to both sides of the surface, which is why goal 4 still stands.
In summary, the purpose of this chapter will be to determine, through testing, the material,
connection method and surface material that is most e↵ective in accomplishing the ideal surface
properties discussed above and expressed in table 3.5.
3.1 Material Types
Throughout the development of our work, we have developed continuum surface prototypes
with five di↵erent materials: a Pilates mat, 1” mattress foam, triangularly tessellated cardboard,
a combination of mattress foam and triangularly tessellated cardboard, and a custom spacer fabric
made from polyester fibers engineered by Materials Engineering specialists from the Institute for
Textile Technology at Aachen University for our application. All of these materials are pictured
in Figure 3.1. These materials have di↵erent characteristics that both promote and hinder the
actuation of a continuum robotic surface. Therefore, we ran tests with all of these surface types to
determine which one would best suit our needs and yield the best performance.
This section will outline the properties and characteristics of the materials that were tested
as they relate to our desired qualities of the surface while the following section will detail the
reasoning behind why these materials were tested.
The first material tested was a 1” mattress foam. When the research team was brainstorming
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Figure 3.1: From Left to Right, Top to Bottom: 1” Mattress Foam, Pilates Mat, Triangularly
Tessellated Cardboard, Mattress Foam - Cardboard Combination, Custom Spacer Fabric
materials that might be suitable for the creation of a continuum robotic surface, the mattress
foam was the most accessible material that seemed to fit the desired criteria. It not only provided
the thickness necessary to attach muscles to both sides of the surface, but it also had enough
curvature inducibility to allow for the desired therapy shapes to be realized. However, the lateral
compressibility of the material was high, and the ability of the surface to support the weight of
human arm/wrist and actuator components was in question. We thought that we could improve the
results, so we continued trying di↵erent materials.
The second material tested was a 1/8 inch thick Pilates mat. The Pilates mat was initially
chosen as a potential surface material because of its material bendability. It was thought that the
material bendability of the mat would allow for maximum curvature inducibility of the muscles to
be accomplished. As will be seen in the next section, there were problems, including but not limited
to the thinness of the material, which mad it unsuitable for our needs.
The third material tested was a 1/8 inch thick triangularly tessellated piece of cardboard.
Although it was approximately the same thickness as the Pilates mat, the cardboard had less mate-
rial bendability, which helped make it more supportive. It is important to note that the tessellations
in the cardboard were necessary, for they allowed for the curvature in the surface to be achieved.
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Without the tessellations, the cardboard had little material bendability, and the curvature inducibil-
ity was, thereby, very low.
The fourth material tested was a combination of the 1/8 inch thick triangularly tessellated
cardboard with the 1” mattress foam. Together, this surface gave the benefits of the foam’s thickness
and the material rigidity of the cardboard. It decreased the lateral compression of the surface while
increasing the curvature inducibility and the ability of the surface to support the weight of human
arm/wrist and actuator components.
The fifth material tested was a custom material engineered with our ideal surface properties
in mind. The surface was a spacer fabric made from polyester fibers on a triple bar warp knitting
machine. The fibers of the material were woven in such a way that they allow maximum curvature
inducibility to be accomplished while providing stability for the arm and decreasing lateral com-
pression, and the material was designed to be thick enough to allow muscles to be attached to both
sides of the surface.
3.2 Connection Methods
Once the surface material has been chosen for the continuum surface, the next step in
prototype development is to attach the components that will actuate the surface to the surface
itself; in our case, the components that we use to actuate the continuum surface are McKibben
pneumatic muscles. In order for the muscles to actuate the surface, they must be attached to the
surface. There are two connection methods that we tested to see which one would yield the most
e↵ective connection between the surface and the muscles. For the first connection method, we used
zip-ties. For the second connection method, we used a combination of zip-ties and elastic thread.
For our first test, we devised an attachment method with five evenly spaced zip-ties, which
were first threaded through the mesh sleeving of the muscles, perpendicular to the surface; then,
the end of the zip-tie was pushed through the surface material next to where the muscle would lie
on the surface; next, the end of the zip-tie was pushed back upward, through the material on the
other side of where the muscle would lie on the surface; and, lastly, the zip-tie was tightened. This
connection method is shown in Figure 3.2.
For our second test, we sewed an elastic thread through the surface material and around the
muscle down the entire length of the muscle. Then, we placed two zip-ties at the two opposing ends
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Figure 3.2: Zip-Tie Connection Method
of each muscle using the same procedure described in test one. This connection method is shown in
Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Elastic Thread Connection Method
The zip-tie connection procedure was still used to secure the ends of the muscles to all of
the surfaces. It should also be noted that the cardboard material was the only one too dense to
allow the zip-tie itself to puncture the hole through which the zip-tie could be threaded and to allow
the needle to puncture the hole through which to pull the elastic thread. For the cardboard, holes
had to be poked prior to any connection method employment.
The performance of these connection methods will be assessed below in Section 3.3.
3.3 Performance
After exploring possible materials and connection methods, it was necessary to test di↵erent
combinations of the two to see which would best accomplish our ideal surface properties. So, in this
section, we evaluate the performance of di↵erent surface prototypes. The first four prototypes will
explore the performance of the foam and pilates mat options with both the zip-tie and elastic thread
connection methods. It was these two initial tests that allowed us to assess that the elastic connection
method performs better than the zip-tie method and that the pilates mat was not a suitable material
for the surface. The last set of prototypes varied the surface material while keeping the elastic thread
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connection method constant.
In the first type of prototype, seen in Figure 3.4, foam was combined with the zip-tie connec-
tions. This combination of material properties and connection points resulted in poor performance,
primarily in regards to surface uniformity, which was a↵ected by the material bendability, and
achieved curvature inducibility. In regards to the connection method, there were too few connection
points between the material and the muscles, which highlighted the negative e↵ects of the mate-
rial’s characteristics. When the muscles contracted, the moderate material bendability of the foam
caused the surface to pucker between the far-spaced connection points; the pressure from the mus-
cles induced a force that caused the material to bulge away from the muscles as opposed to moving
with them as they induced curvature. In regards to the material, the foam’s lateral compressibility
caused even less curvature inducibility to be accomplished. When the muscles are actuated, they
contract. For the foam, instead of all of the contraction force causing the surface to curve, some of
the force causes the foam to compress laterally. So, maximal curvature inducibility was not attained.
Therefore, the next step was to examine the variation in results when more connection points were
added between the foam surface and the muscles. The lateral compression of the foam could not be
overcome, but closer connection points decreased the puckering of the material.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.1. This table will be used in the remainder of this chapter to convey the extent to which the
di↵erent material and connection methods accomplish the ideal surface properties. A rating of ’Y’
will mean that the performance was ideal; a rating of ’M’ will signify moderate performance; and,
and rating of ’N’ will denote poor performance.
Table 3.1: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Foam with Zip-Tie Connection Prototype
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength M
Minimization of Lateral Compression N
Curvature Inducibility M
Thickness Y
The second prototype, shown in Figure 3.5, explored the advantages that more connection
points o↵ered. By adding more connection points between the surface and the muscles, the surface
was able to better follow the curvature induced by the muscles. An important point to note about
the elastic thread connection method is that the elasticity of this type of thread allowed the muscles
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Figure 3.4: Side View of Foam with Zip-Tie Connection
to contract to their full potential; when the muscles are actuated, their circumference increases, and,
unlike the zip-ties, the thread does not confine this increase in diameter. Therefore, the muscles were
allowed to reach a greater curvature than they were with the zip-tie connection method. As one may
expect, though, the elastic connection did not improve the performance enough to deem the foam
the ideal surface material. Not only was the foam not very supportive, but the curvature inducibility
was still not high enough to fully accomplish the desired therapy movements. Furthermore, to verify
that the elastic thread connection was, indeed, the better performing of the two connection methods,
both the zip-tie connections and elastic thread connections were tested with the Pilates mat.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.2.








Figure 3.5: Side View of Foam with Elastic Thread Connection
With an attempt to increase the curvature inducibility by decreasing the lateral compress-
ibility of the material, a Pilates mat was tested next.
The third prototype combined the Pilates mat with the zip-tie connection method. As it
was seen with the foam prototype, the zip-ties resulted in a puckering of the surface between the
connection points; however, due to the mats increased material bendability, the puckering was more
prominent. This result can be seen in Figure 3.6. To ensure that the mat’s poor performance was
not a result of the connection method, the elastic thread connection method was applied to the mat;
the results are assessed below.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.3.
Table 3.3: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Pilates Mat with Zip-Tie Connection Prototype
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength N
Minimization of Lateral Compression Y
Curvature Inducibility M
Thickness N
The fourth prototype explored the benefit of the elastic threading in conjunction with the
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Figure 3.6: Side View of Pilates Mat with Zip-Tie Connection
Pilates mat. As with the foam, the elastic connections did lead to a greater and more consistent
curvature in the surface. However, the poor performance of the mat could not be attributed to
the connection method used. Although we might expect the mat’s increase in material bendability
would allow the surface to have a greater curvature, it actually did not perform as well as the foam.
The Pilates mat showed to have too great a material bendability; the material tended to pucker
in the middle of the surface because it did not have the increased density to allow for the uniform
and smoother curvatures required by our application. Furthermore, the Pilate’s mat is insu ciently
supportive in bending for our application; it would not be able to support an arm.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.4.








Figure 3.7: Side View of Pilates Mat with Elastic Thread Connection
Before proceeding further, it should be noted that, from this first round of testing, it was
determined that the elastic thread is the connection method that yields the best performance results.
The zip-ties did not allow a cohesive connection between the muscles and the surface to be formed.
Whenever the muscle contracted, gaps were created between the surface and the muscles because
the material puckered; this puckering did not produce a uniform curvature. Although the elastic
thread was not 100% e↵ective at creating a cohesive bond between the muscles and the surface, it
creates a bond cohesive enough to not allow for gaps between the surface and the muscles to be
formed while having enough elasticity to allow the muscles to not only expand in diameter but to
contract along the surface as well. Furthermore, using zip-ties at the end of the muscle cause the
contraction forces of the muscles to evoke a greater curvature. This, therefore, became our preferred
connection method.
With the ideal connection method determined, there was still much to be determined about
the materiality of the surface. The next set of prototypes all utilize the benefits of the elastic thread
connection method, and, therefore, only vary in the material of the surface itself.
The performance of the connection methods as they relate to the ideal surface properties
are shown in Table 3.6.
For the fifth prototype, we decided to attach the muscles to a piece of cardboard that had
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Table 3.5: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Zip-Tie Connection Method
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength N/A
Minimization of Lateral Compression N/A
Curvature Inducibility M
Thickness N/A
Table 3.6: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Elastic Thread Connection Method
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength N/A
Minimization of Lateral Compression N/A
Curvature Inducibility Y
Thickness N/A
been triangularly tessellated. The properties of the cardboard make it strong, while the tessellations
allow the surface to gain some material bendability. The prototype strived to access the benefits of
a more rigid material that lacked lateral compressibility with the hope that its decreased material
bendability would allow a greater curvature inducibility to be achieved in the surface. One may
think that this is counterintuitive; however, the foam’s lateral compressibility caused the foam to
compress laterally before it induced a curvature in the surface, so this lateral incompressibility was
necessary. The thought was that a surface that lacked such lateral compressibility would allow the
contraction of the muscle to be fully transferred to the surface and would, thus, induce a greater
curvature, which it did. This prototype is seen in figure 3.8. The only issue with attaching the
muscles to only a piece of cardboard is that there is not much thickness to the surface. This does
not make it suitable for a therapy device, and it makes it di cult to attach muscles to both sides of
the surface. Our next prototype strived to alleviate this issue.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.7.
Table 3.7: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Tessellated Cardboard Prototype
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength M




Figure 3.8: Tesselated Cardboard with Elastic Thread Connection
While the curvature induced in the previous prototype was ideal, the surface’s thickness
was not su cient for our desired stroke therapy application. Therefore, our next prototype added
foam padding to the tessellated cardboard prototype. The cardboard provided the lateral incom-
pressibility necessary to obtain maximal curvature inducibility from the muscles and an increase in
supportive strength while the foam provided thickness. This prototype is shown in Figure 3.9, and
the performance was deemed to be successful.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.8.
Figure 3.9: Tesselated Cardboard and Foam with Elastic Thread Connection
Table 3.8: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Tessellated Cardboard and foam Prototype
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength M




While the previous prototype accomplished the goals we wanted for the therapy surface,
we thought that the surface could still be further improved, especially in supportive strength. A
single, uniform material was the most ideal surface. So, we sought input from colleagues in the
Materials Engineering department to design a surface that would better suit our needs. The result
was a non-compressive, laterally strong, yet curvature inducible threaded surface whose fibers were
woven in such a way that they would maximize the curvature on the top side of part of the surface
while allowing the bottom side of the surface to stretch. This is the current material for our therapy
surface, and while we believe the material meets our needs, further improvements may be made in
the future. The result of this prototype is shown in Figure 3.10.
The material’s performance as it relates to the ideal surface properties are shown in Table
3.9.
Figure 3.10: Custom Fabric with Elastic Thread Connection
Table 3.9: Satisfaction of Ideal Surface Properties for Custom Prototype
Properties Accomplishment Status
Strength Y




3.3.1 Kinematic Information Gained from Prototypes
To get a sense of the shapes that continuum surfaces take after actuation, the first four
prototypes were actually tested before the kinematics were developed. This testing actually aided
in the kinematic development itself. By observing the e↵ects of the actuation, we were able to
determine that muscles in parallel induce a cubic shape along the width of the surface between the
muscles; this concept is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Furthermore, tests of prototypes with other
muscle configurations – for example, the perpendicular and  -degree muscle arrangements – allowed
us to determine that an exponential shape was induced across the width of the surface. An example
of such a test can be seen in Figure 3.13. These observations, thus, led us to the implementation
of the cubic and exponential interpolation functions expressed Section 2.4.1 of the previous chapter.
Therefore, aside from which connection method and surface type are ideal to create continuum
surfaces, information was gathered from prototype testing that aided in the development of the
kinematics for continuum robotic surfaces. The prototypes allowed us to assess which functions for
kinematic interpolation would be relevant.
Figure 3.11: Bottom View of Foam with Elastic Thread Connection
Figure 3.12: Bottom View of Pilates Mat with Elastic Thread Connection
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Figure 3.13: Exponential Interpolation Indicator
3.4 Muscle Groupings
Another variable of prototype development that we varied was the groupings of the muscles
attached to the surface. For instance, instead of attaching two muscles to the surface to create the
parallel muscle arrangement, we observed what would happen if 8 muscles were attached to the
surface to create the parallel muscle arrangement; in this scenario, two groups of four muscles are
attached in parallel. An example of this grouping is shown in Figure 3.14. The motivation behind
testing this muscle grouping was that it was thought that this grouping would not only allow for
greater curvature to be accomplished but that it would allow actuation in multiple directions to
be accomplished; it was also tested because it was thought that it would allow the thickness of the
surface to be decreased because muscles would have to be attached to only one side of the surface.
In reality, this muscle grouping did not yield the benefits we envisioned. The curvature
induced by this muscle grouping was not substantially greater than that induced by the single
muscles, and the weight of the bundle caused the need for a thicker surface to remain. The ability
of the muscles to actuate the surface in multiple directions was realized though. With this muscle
grouping, a bundle on top of the surface could not only actuate the surface upward, but it could also
actuate the surface downward. The actuation direction was dependent upon which muscle was being
pressurized. The top muscle of the bundle caused upward actuation while the bottom muscle of the
bundle caused downward actuation. However, the performance of the downward actuation was not
as good as when the single muscle was attached to the bottom side of the surface. Therefore, it was
deemed that the single muscles were more suitable for our surface.
As we developed our surface further, we saw a continued need for greater curvature to be
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Figure 3.14: Quadruple Muscle Grouping
induced within the surface. This lead to our final muscle arrangement shown in Figure 3.15. While
observing Figure 3.15, one will see multiple muscles layered in parallel across the surface. The
presence of multiple parallel muscles greatly increased the curvature induced within the surface.
This supports the analysis of the superposition principle expressed in the kinematic development for
the continuum surfaces.
Figure 3.15: Current Muscle Arrangement
From our tests, we concluded that the custom fabric and the elastic thread connection
method are ideal for our research. This combination yielded a cohesion between the surface and the
muscles that allowed a maximal curvature inducibility to be accomplished because of the minimized
lateral compressibility. Furthermore, the surface was thick enough to allow multiple muscles to be
attached on both sides, and the surface was strong enough to not only hold the curvature induced
by the muscles but to support an arm as well. We also learned that multiple muscles in parallel
allow us to induce a much greater curvature within the surface, and this greater curvature puts us
in a better position to achieve our goals for therapy.
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We do not claim that this is the optimal surface for stroke therapy. It is simply the one that
we deemed to best accomplish our goals in the time allotted to us. In the future, more material design
can be performed to better customize the surface. Perhaps even, the muscles can be embedded into
the surface such that ultimate cohesion between the muscles and the surface can be accomplished.
A strong partnership between an ECE team and a materials engineer will be required.
Also, we are not convinced that we have found the optimal solution for the problem of
curvature maximization. Therefore, more testing with muscle groupings should be performed.
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Chapter 4
The Contribution of a Continuum
Robotic Surface for Stroke
Rehabilitation
With age comes an increase in the possibility that an individual will su↵er from medical
issues, such as a stroke, heart disease, etc. With such occurrences often comes a need for rehabili-
tation, which calls for a partnership between the patient and a clinician. The partnership may need
to be exercised daily, possibly multiple times during the day, and, therefore, requires a substantial
time commitment from both parties. However, there is a limit to the amount of hours a day that
the clinician can spend with a given patient. This limit brings forth two points: 1) an increase in
the number of patients su↵ering from medical issues results in either an increase in the clinical sta↵
or a decrease in the amount of time a clinician can spend with his/her patients and 2) the clinician
must be more e cient and productive with the time spent with each patient.
In the past few decades, there has been significant increase in the elderly population. This, in
turn, has led to a larger number of patients who have su↵ered from medical issues [26]. Considering
that most hospitals can most likely not a↵ord to hire too many additional sta↵ members to perform
therapy treatment, this would lead one to conclude that the time with each patient must decrease
and be made more e cient and productive. How exactly can the time spent with a patient be
made more e cient and productive though? This is the type of question that calls for research.
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This situation has propelled researchers in a number of di↵erent fields to work together to develop
robotic devices that can be used for rehabilitation purposes. In fact, one can see a stark increase in
the research output of this field in recent decades, when the elderly population was on the rise [26],
[29], [33], [39]. In recent years, this area of research has made great strides and has, indeed, shown
that rehabilitation robots help improve e ciency, data available to clinicians, and overall therapy
results [26].
While there are a number of application areas for which a rehabilitation robot can be de-
veloped, we chose to explore the possible benefits that a continuum robotic surface could yield
to upper-extremity stroke rehabilitation. As part of an NSF-funded grant, our inter-disciplinary
research team – comprised of electrical engineers, architects, psychologists, and human factors spe-
cialists – has worked to develop an Assistive Robotic Table (ART) aimed at improving the current
over-the-bed table found in a patient room [3]. As an extension of this project – and of ART itself
–, we have also focused our e↵orts on developing a pneumatically driven continuum robotic surface
aimed to aid in upper-extremity stroke rehabilitation therapy. This surface is a novel rehabilitation
device that o↵ers benefits not yet explored by the current upper-extremity rehabilitation devices. In
the following chapter, the anticipated benefits of the device, the developmental history of the device,
as well as its technical details will be explored.
4.1 Stroke Rehabilitation Devices
Before the development of the novel therapy device is described, we review the rehabilitation
robots of the past and present. Since our research is focused to upper-extremity, pneumatically
driven rehabilitation robots, the focus of this section will be on exploring these devices. Once an
understanding of such devices has been gained, we will draw from the advantages, disadvantages,
and unexplored realms of these devices to clarify why our device is novel and necessary.
4.1.1 What Stroke Rehabilitation Devices Strive to Accomplish
For decades, robots have been painted by society in varying shades of light. Although they
have been developed as servants to mankind, tales of anarchy and destruction accompany new robot
devices. Technology acceptance has been on the rise, but, the perception that robots are meant to
replace instead of assist mankind still looms in the background. In this context, it is important to
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make note of the strides that researchers need to take to make rehabilitation robots therapist-friendly.
First and foremost, the point should be made that “On the contrary to public perception,
robotic technology aims to be an advanced tool available to the physiotherapist and not a replace-
ment” [29]. It is the goal of this research community to develop rehabilitation robots that act as
tools for therapists. These robots have the ability to “automate [repetitive,] labour-intensive training
paradigms” and even perform therapy movements that therapists may not be capable of performing
[29], [17]. It is the goal of the robots to make the therapy experience more e cient, productive, and
meaningful.
Furthermore, researchers strive to create an interface that mimics the “human therapist
behavior” to not only make patients more comfortable with the device but to make therapists
more comfortable in allowing the patient to use the device; this can give him/her time to focus on
interpreting the “patient’s progress [that] can be obtained through data processing and presentation”
[29]. It is the goal of a rehabilitation robot to “be compliant when assisting movement, provide
full support within the patient’s passive range of motion and nourish the patient’s confidence and
motivation levels through goal-oriented informative biofeedback” [29]. It is the aim to accomplish
all of this while helping clinicians improve recovery by giving measurements and allowing new ways
to evaluate a patient’s progress [26].
Most importantly, researchers see a need for input from therapists during the design and
development phases. One of the first rehabilitation robots, the MIT-MANUS, was developed while
taking input from therapists into consideration to improve the functionality of the device [26].
Despite e↵orts though, there is still a lack of researcher-therapist interaction [17]. Arguably, the
benefits of rehabilitation robots will not be fully appreciated or realized until a stronger relationship
is formed between the two. It is key that researchers and clinicians work together to develop
rehabilitation robots. For, only through this collaboration will researchers know the di↵erent types
of stroke rehabilitation therapy, the movements performed by the therapists to accomplish this
therapy, and the data that would be most valuable for therapists to know while performing therapy.
Likewise, only through this collaboration will therapists appreciate how these devices can aid their
work. It is only through collaboration that the therapists will better understand the intention of
the rehabilitation robots and feel comfortable with the therapy the robots perform and the interface
the robot used to perform the therapy. Only once this symbiosis is achieved can the benefits of the
robot fully be explored and developed.
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4.1.2 The Benefits of Stroke Rehabilitation Devices
While the rehabilitation robotics community has still not fully engaged the interest of the
healthcare community in the commitment to rehabilitation robots [17], there is no doubt that existing
robots have conveyed promising results for both patients and therapists; the literature on these
devices conveys multiple instances where the rehabilitation robot was able to accomplish better
results than conventional therapy [26], [29], [33], [34]. In fact, “researchers have demonstrated the
e↵ectiveness of repetitive grasp and release exercises, constraint-induced therapy for the paretic limb,
increased intensity or duration of therapy including external manipulation, bio-feedback, bilateral
movement training, and robot-assisted therapy in restoring motor function in the paretic upper limb
during acute and chronic stages of stroke recovery” [33].
However, aside from the therapeutic benefits experienced by the patients, there are a number
of benefits that can be experienced by the therapists themselves. The role of a therapist is rewarding,
but it can also be taxing and stressful. First, rehabilitation robots can alleviate the need for a
therapist to perform repetitive tasks. As a machine, the robot can perform the tasks without fatigue
and at the same intensity level each time. Furthermore, the therapy level can be varied reliably
and consistently. Additionally, the robot can alleviate the need to fill out paperwork everyday; it
can also help alleviate the subjectivity sometimes present in the data. Data acquisition can be an
inherent functionality of a robot, and this data can be used to assess and improve a patient’s therapy
sessions. The robot can gather the black and white data while still leaving interpretation of the data
to the therapist. Essentially, the robots “can introduce new e ciencies into certain routine therapy
activities and provide objective data to assist in diagnosis, customize therapy, adapt robot control
during therapy, assure patient compliance with treatment regimens, and maintain patient records”
[26].
4.1.3 Current Upper-Extremity Stroke Rehabilitation Devices
While there are a multitude of di↵erent rehabilitation devices – some focusing on the upper-
extremities and others on the lower-extremities –, our work focuses on upper-extremity stroke reha-
bilitation. In 2011, a group of expert researchers in the field of rehabilitation robotics collaborated to
generate a review of upper limb stroke rehabilitation devices. In the article [29], the authors discuss
the main categories into which each of the currently developed upper-extremity rehabilitation robots
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fit as well as the criteria that they must meet to be successful. This article provides a comprehensive
list of upper-extremity rehabilitation robots – see their summary in tables 4.1 and 4.2 – that have
been developed in this field, the direction the field is taking, and the questions that researchers ask
themselves when developing new upper-extremity rehabilitation robots. Perhaps, the first question
that a research team must ask is “What is the motivation behind our work?” Is the work driven by
technology, by a type of therapy, or by the desire to rehabilitate a certain body part? The answer
to this question can lead a research team down very di↵erent paths. Regardless of the path, though,
there are five main characteristics of all devices that must be addressed along the way: classification
of the robot’s therapy technique, the subset of joints rehabilitated, the type of robot, the setting for
rehabilitation, and the actuator type.
The first characteristic that helps define a rehabilitation robot is the classification of the
robot’s therapy technique. Rehabilitation robots can be designed to perform passive, active, and/or
interactive therapy. In passive therapy, the robot does not actually actuate the patient’s joints; it
simply maintains the limb within a specified range. During active therapy, the robot moves the
person’s limb through a predefined motion path. Lastly, for interactive therapy, the robot reacts to
the patient’s movements. Each of these systems are beneficial in their own way, and each requires
di↵erent hardware to accomplish the desired tasks [29].
For upper-extremity rehabilitation, the focus is on movements of the shoulder, elbow, fore-
arm, wrist, and/or hand. An upper-extremity rehabilitation device does not have to perform therapy
on all of the aforementioned body parts. As seen in tables 4.1 and 4.2, existing robots greatly vary in
the subset of joints that they are aiming to rehabilitate. In fact, some devices are whole-arm move-
ment systems that incorporate movements of up to four joints while others are fine motor movement
systems that activate only one or two joints [29]. Robots such as the ADLER, Driver SEAT, Gen-
tle/S, iPam, REHAROB, KIST, and RUPERT all perform therapy techniques that incorporate the
movement of at least three joints while the Act 3D, ARM-Guide, Bi-Manu-Track, Braccio di Ferro,
MEMOS, MIT-MANUS (InMotion2 and InMotion3), Java Therapy, MIME, NeReBot, Swedish Hel-
parm, ARMin, Dampace, Hand Mentor, HWARD, L-EXOS, MGA, Myomo e100, Pneu-WRES,
Rutgers Master II, and T-WREX all perform therapy on at most two joints. Furthermore, many
of the combinations of joints are di↵erent. Both the ARMin and Hand Mentor perform therapy on
only two joints, yet one focuses on the shoulder and elbow where the other focuses and the wrist
and hand. For some researchers the subset may drive the robotic development whereas, for others,
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Figure 4.1: End-E↵ector Rehabilitation Robots
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Figure 4.2: Exoskeleton Rehabilitation Robots
the subset may be determined by the technology that has been chosen. Regardless, though, the
question of “Which subset of joints should the robot rehabilitate?” must be asked.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are broken up into two main categories: end-e↵ector-based robots and
exoskeleton-based robots. End-e↵ector robots, such as the MIT-MANUS, interact with the patient
“...using a single distal attachment point on the forearm by means of an orthosis....Exoskeleton
systems[, such as the Pneu-WREX,] on the other hand encapsulate the arm on the mechanism
providing the opportunity to control the orientation of the arm where the degrees of freedom are
active...” [29]. Examples of these types of robots are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Within these
broader categories, though, are subcategories that further define the type of robot. These categories
are: unilateral, bilateral, partial exoskeleton, full exoskeleton, wire-based, and multi-robot. These
subcategories have been combined in multiple ways to help improve the safety and performance of the
robots over time. For instance, neither end-e↵ector or exoskeleton robots are incapable of injuring
a patient. Both can be manipulated in such a way that the patient’s joints can be rotated out of
their normal range of motion. One example of researchers attempting to minimize the possibility of
these injuries is the introduction of the dual robot configuration; this configuration uses two robots,
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each in a unilateral configuration (in this configuration, only one arm receives therapy, typically the
paretic limb), to move a particular joint. Further, some systems utilize the wire-based configuration
with a unilateral robot to provide gravity support [29]. Regardless of the type and subtypes of the
robot, a main goal of a researcher’s development is to ensure that the robot is safe, especially for
the environment in which the robot will perform therapy.
Figure 4.3: End-E↵ector-Based Robot: MIT-MANUS
While observing the recovery cycle of a stroke patient, there are three main states that
occur. Some patients experience severe impairments, others su↵er from moderate impairments, and
some have been released from the hospital system to their homes. So, a question for a researcher is
“At which stage of therapy will my rehabilitation robot be utilized?” Some may focus on therapy
that can be performed while a patient is still in acute care while others may be more inclined to
develop devices that can be utilized once the patient returns home. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicate
that many of the aforementioned robots were developed to be used during therapy sessions where
a clinician is present and the user has enough strength and mobility to sit up. However, there is a
research team from Universidad Miguel Hernandez that believes that it is important for patients to
begin therapy as soon as they are admitted into acute care; therefore, they developed a device that
could be used while the patient was lying in the hospital bed [33]. For many situations, location is
key; the saying holds true for stroke rehabilitation.
Another key classifier for rehabilitation robots is actuator type. There are numerous types
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Figure 4.4: Exoskeleton-Based Robot: Pneu-Wrex
of actuators that can be used in rehabilitation robots, but they break down into two main categories:
electric drives and pneumatic actuators. This poses the question: “What are the benefits of using
one type of actuator over another?” According to the article [33], “Electric drives are a good se-
lection for robots in typical industrial applications...” Electric drives are highly accurate, have high
mechanical sti↵ness, and have high bandwidth; however, they do not possess the qualities ideal for
rehabilitation robots: lightweight, high strength, compliant, and low impedance. Pneumatic actua-
tors are envisioned to better meet these requirements because of their high power-to-weight ratios
and their compliance [33], [43]. For our research, this is one of the most important considerations.
We believe the pneumatic muscles are an ideal actuator for rehabilitation devices, and we believe
that our new continuum surface utilizes their benefits in an e↵ective and novel manner.
4.2 The Development of a Continuum Robotic Surface for
Stroke Rehabilitation
Our research on a therapeutic surface for stroke rehabilitation is a piece of a larger research
project funded by the National Science Foundation. The larger focus of this research was on an
Assistive Robotic Table for the hospital room. Essentially, the goal of the research was to make
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a smart, interactive device that would aid patients more e↵ectively than the current over-the-bed
table. As an extension of this research is the therapy surface, which is envisioned to be a detachable
accessory to ART. The therapeutic surface would have the capability of being attached and detached
from the end of ART as the therapist needed access to it for therapy. The surface would also have an
accompanying mechanical column that would house the hardware to activate the surface – air tank,
pressure regulators with air tubes, linear potentiometers, single pole single throw on/o↵ switch, and
circuit board (the schematic for this electronic system can be found in Appendix C); this column
could also be attached and detached from the column that houses the electronics to make ART
function. An image of this overall system is shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: ART System with the Therapy Surface
Fundamentally, the motivation behind the research in this thesis was the technology. While
continuum robotics has been an area of research since the 1980’s, the concept of a continuum robotic
surface is in its infancy, which means that there are many potential applications that have yet to be
explored. Considering the applications for which continuum robots have been developed, our research
team thought that it was appropriate to develop our continuum robotic surface for rehabilitation
robotics. (Non-surface) Continuum robots have been developed for search and rescue missions,
robotic surgery, bomb disposal, etc. [39]. So, it was natural for us to envision our continuum robotic
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surface as a device that would aid society. With the growing awareness of the increase in stroke
victims, especially in the southeast, it seemed suitable that we would focus our e↵orts towards this
area. Although we, therefore, had a perceived technology to develop and an overall goal for the
device, there were still many questions to be answered. Thus began our partnership with the Roger
C. Peace Rehabilitation Center of the Greenville Health System (RCP).
Striving to bridge the gap between researcher and therapist, the main focus of our research
was to develop our therapeutic surface for stroke rehabilitation based on input from the clinical sta↵
at RCP. Over the course of five interactive sessions, starting in May of 2012, clinical and sta↵ health-
care subject matter experts (H-SMEs) at RCP were asked to comment on and evaluate successive
iterations of the therapy surface. After each session, the research team utilized their comments to
enhance the design of the surface so that it would eventually morph into a therapy device that the
therapists would feel comfortable using. The next section will detail our iterative design process
and discuss the e↵ect that the therapists’ comments had on the design. Throughout this design
process, one will recognize the development of the five main characteristics of a rehabilitation device
discussed in Section 4.1.3.
4.2.1 Co-Development of a Therapeutic Surface with Clinical and Sta↵
Healthcare Subject Matter Experts (HSMEs)
Before beginning any sort of hardware development, our first step in the design process was
to gain a sense of what a typical rehabilitation session with a therapist was like. We wanted to gain
a sense of the therapy movements they perform, the goals they hope to achieve, and the data that
they gather. In February, 2012, the research team was given the opportunity to shadow therapists at
RCP. During this time, we were able to observe multiple therapists’ interactions in multiple locations
with multiple patients, all with varying degrees and types of injury; we shadowed therapists from
the following departments: acute care, outpatient, speech, occupational, and physical therapy. Some
patients had visual impairments, others had physical impairments, and some had both. So, the first
lesson we learned was that no two stroke victims are the same; therefore, the therapy device must
be adaptable.
Our first design decision resulting from these first interactions with the therapists was that
we needed to pick an area of the body on which to focus; we did not need to develop a device
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that could rehabilitate every type of stroke impairment. So, we decided to focus our e↵orts on
rehabilitating victims who su↵ered from physical impairments and needed movement therapy on
their upper-extremities. Although there were still a number of variables for patients with this
type of impairment, we were made aware of some measurement scales that the therapists use to
evaluate a patient’s progress, one being the Fugl Meyer Assessment Scale [21]. It was from this
scale that we began brainstorming the types of movements that our surface could perform. A full
Fugl-Meyer evaluation form can be found in Appendix C; this form illustrates what upper-extremity
rehabilitation exercises strive to accomplish. In Figure 4.6, excerpts from a Fugl-Meyer form are
shown to illustrate the movements we would aim to develop.
Figure 4.6: Fugl-Meyer Excerpts
Starting with the Fugl-Meyer approach and then taking movements observed during shad-
owed therapy sessions into consideration , we envisioned that our surface should be able to perform
wrist flexion and extension, forearm pronation and supination, flexor synergy, shoulder flexion,
shoulder rotation, cross-body movements as well as arm cupping for support. We inferred that these
movements were common enough in therapy for stroke victims to make the therapeutic surface use-
ful during therapy sessions and that we could provide enough variability in the movements of these
exercises to accommodate various injury levels and types. In our design development, we broke down
the therapy movements into two fields: those that can be achieved by a continuum robotic surface
– wrist extension and flexion, forearm cupping, forearm ponation and supination – and those that
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can be realized by the movement of the table on which the continuum surface would be mounted
– flexor synergy, shoulder flexion, shoulder rotation, and cross-body movements. Images of these
envisioned movements can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Envisioned Therapy Movements for the Therapeutic Table
As previously noted, the development of our therapeutic surface was driven by H-SME’s
comments and suggestions. So, once our initial design idea was finalized, we turned to H-SMEs to
evaluate our ideas and to help us refine our design. Our interaction with these individuals spanned
five phases; the information letter presented to the HSMEs at the start of each phase can be found in
Appendix C. In the first phase, we showed them a video of our initial design idea for the therapeutic
surface. For phase two, we showed the H-SMEs a video of our updated design idea. In the third
phase, we took a step back from the design process and focused on gaining a better sense of what
the clinicians look for when engaging in therapy as well as what benefits they would like to gain from
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Figure 4.8: Envisioned Therapy Movements for the Therapeutic Surface
a therapeutic surface. Unlike the pervious phases, in which we showed them design ideas, in this
phase, we only asked them a set of six open-ended questions (detailed in later sections) and used
their answers to rethink our design focus. In the fourth phase, we focused our e↵orts on showing
the therapists the complete functionality of our pneumatic muscle-based technology and gave them
a sense of the therapy movements that a continuum surface can generate. We showed them a video
of how the pneumatic muscles would allow the surface to perform wrist flexion and extension and
arm cupping. Lastly, in phase five, we showed the H-SMEs a video of our first functional prototype
for the therapeutic surface – cardboard and foam prototypes were made for the previous phases, but
they were non-functional –, which was developed from their previous comments. We then used their
final set of comments to build our final prototype. The procedure, questions, results, and influence
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on design from each of these phases will be discussed below.
4.2.1.0.9 Phase 1 - May 2012
Procedure: The first step in this phase of the study was to present the H-SMEs with our initial
design idea for a therapeutic surface aimed at performing upper-extremity exercises for stroke re-
habilitation. First, it is important to note that, since the therapeutic design is a part of the larger
ART project, the therapy research was performed in conjunction with the research for ART, so both
projects were evaluated during the same sessions. For the therapy research segment of this phase,
the H-SMEs were first presented with a video1 detailing our vision for the therapy movements the
surface would perform. The video outlined the movements presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Then,
the H-SMEs were asked a set of related questions, and their responses were recorded.
Questions: After viewing the video, the H-SMEs were asked the following questions for three
di↵erent scenarios – table movement, surface movement, and the combination of the surface and
table movements:
• How do you see this being used?
• In what other way can you envision the table begin used for therapy?
Results: The general consensus among the therapists was that our initial concept was too ambi-
tious. They thought the device seemed too di cult and, in a sense, unrealistic for many of their
patients to use. They also thought that some of the movements would be di cult to reproduce and
that the surface may serve a better purpose as a positioning device into which the arm could be
strapped. Taking these comments into consideration, we simplified our list of therapy movements
and revised our video.
Influence on Design: Our first concept iteration yielded a design that was similar to but less
complex than the first design. Essentially, the design was the same except that two therapy move-
ments were removed; we no longer considered shoulder flexion and shoulder rotation to be viable
movements. Figure 4.9 shows our updated design idea.
1
The link to the video can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 4.9: Envisioned Therapy Movements for Therapeutic Surface - Arm Cupping (not pictured)
4.2.1.0.10 Phase 2 - First Session of June 2012
Procedure: For the second phase of the study, the researchers presented the H-SMEs with an
updated video1 of a design idea of the therapeutic surface. The H-SMEs were then asked four related
questions, and their responses were recorded.
Questions: After viewing the video, the H-SMEs were asked the following questions:
• Is the surface in the correct location in relation to the rest of the table? (Y or N)
• Is the proposed movement into place appropriate? (Y or N)
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• Is the size appropriate for the proposed actions? (Y or N)
• What range (distance) would the therapy surface need to have to be used? (estimation)
Results: When the H-SMEs were presented with our revised concept, they had similar comments
to the previous interaction and made some interesting recommendations for the implementation of
the surface. Our initial thought for the surface was that it would be utilized as a supplement to
therapeutic training and exercises performed by the H-SMEs; it was envisioned that the surface
would be used during hours that the therapists would not engage with the patient. The therapists
insisted, instead, that a therapist should always be present with the patient when using the device.
Some even went so far as to say that they would not use the device because they wanted to feel the
movement of the patient themselves. This, once again, led to many of the H-SMEs suggesting that
the surface could be used as a positioning device. Multiple H-SMEs also commented on the fact
that, in an ideal world, the device would be a part of the bed.
Influence on Design: Absorbing all of the comments, the research team decided to reevaluate
the direction of the design. We decided to take a step back from the design iterations and to, once
again, focus on the intention of the therapy, the therapy movements, and the information that the
therapists would like to gain from the device. So, for the next phase, we focused on developing
questions to ask the H-SMEs to focus in these directions.
4.2.1.0.11 Phase 3 - Second Session of June 2012
Procedure: For phase three, we decided to ask the H-SMEs questions that would allow us to get
more ideas for design generation as discussed above.
Questions: After viewing the video, the H-SMEs were asked the following questions:
• Once the arm is strapped in and moving, what cues from the patient would you be looking
for?
• What information do you wish you could measure more accurately or measure at all while the
patient is performing therapy?
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• In what ways might you be able to improve your therapy techniques/interactions with the
patient by using this technology?
• What other movements could the therapy surface perform?
• Would you use this technology?
Results: There were a few key points made during this interaction. First, the H-SMEs expressed
the opinion that a surface such as this one might not be usable for patients in all levels of stroke
rehabilitation. The patients in acute care typically have flaccid arms that are not ready to perform
extensive therapy exercises because they can only bear weight. Second, the opinion was expressed
that the surface might be most beneficial when performing active assistive therapy. This comment
was consistent with the researchers’ intention for the device. Also, it was mentioned that the surface
could extend to other areas of the hospital. For instance, some H-SMEs mentioned that a device
like this could be beneficial for orthopedic patients. Lastly, they expressed the opinion that there
are certain measurements that would be beneficial for the surface to record. These measurements
included heart rate, the force applied by the patient to the surface, and the angle at which the
surface is moving the patient.
Influence on Design: The data gained from these questions helped us focus our design and gain a
better understanding of how di↵erent departments in the hospital might utilize the surface. Notably,
our progress at this stage in our continuum surface prototyping research had allowed us to optimize
the performance of our pneumatic muscles. So, our next goal was to show the clinicians exactly
how the continuum surface would be able to accomplish these therapy exercises. Furthermore, in-
stead of trying to accomplish seven therapy movements that involved both the therapy table and
the therapy surface, we decided to devote our e↵orts to e↵ectively realizing the movements that
could be performed by just the therapy surface. At this stage, we were able to realize cupping,
wrist extension, and wrist flexion. We had hopes of realizing forearm pronation and supination,
but we had not gained enough control of the technology to fully accomplish this. The surface
was envisioned to perform its active therapy movements while the patient was sitting up in a hospi-
tal bed or in a wheelchair. Images of the updated concept can be seen in Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12.
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Figure 4.10: Arm Cupping
Figure 4.11: Wrist Extension
Figure 4.12: Wrist Flexion
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4.2.1.0.12 Phase 4 - August 2012
Procedure: For phase 4, we were most interested in giving the H-SMEs a sense of how the surface
would be actuated and perform the therapy movements. First, we showed them a video1 conveying
the movements shown in Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. Then, we asked them a set of related questions
and recorded their responses.
Questions: After viewing the video, the H-SMEs were asked the following questions:
• Based on the movements that you have seen here, are there any other movements that you
would like the surface to perform? If so, what are they, and what therapy might they allow
you to perform?
• What information would you like the surface to record for you to use in patient evaluations?
• Are there any anticipated problems?
Results: Paradoxically, when asked question 1, some of the H-SMEs answered with movements
that we had decided to bypass or had not yet been able to realize. The most common requests
were supination, forearm rotation, combinations of rotation plus flexion/extension, elbow and fore
shoulder, and grasping and opening of digits. Although these were great suggestions, at this point
in development, we had come to the conclusion that less is more. We were most interested in fully
developing a small subset of joint movements as opposed to trying to accomplish a large set of joint
movements. We wanted to gather the results from this section for the purposes of future research.
The consensus of the HSMEs over di↵erent phases of the study has helped us better define future
areas of development.
For the most part, the answers we received for question 2 were concepts which we had
already considered. The most obvious data collection category to us and the most requested by
the H-SMEs was the range of motion that the patient had accomplished – how many degrees was
the patient able to extend or flex his/her wrist. Other requests were for the surface to be able
to be set to perform therapy for a specific desired amount of time, to record how much pressure
the patient was placing on the surface when performing therapy, to give information that would
allow the therapist to know whether or not the patient was able to successfully perform the therapy
or maintain a specific position, and to measure the resistance that the patient would have against
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performing the therapy movement. Despite our desire to include the technology to measure all
requested information in our prototype, this was not feasible in the current scope of our research.
Therefore, this development will be passed onto future researchers.
Lastly, the two most noted anticipated problems were the concern that patients would not
use the device correctly and that the movement would occur at the correct joint and in such a
way that the shoulder remains in the correct position. These were also two of our biggest concerns
throughout development. Due to the nature of continuum surfaces, the artificial muscles will induce
the curvature that will allow for wrist extension and flexion at a very specific point. So, for that
reason, in conjunction with the feedback from the former sessions where the H-SMEs stated that
they wanted to use the device with the patient, the patient would be able to be placed in the device
by a therapist so that proper joint movement is accomplished. This therapist’s interaction should
also ensure that the patient used the device correctly and that the shoulder was maintained in its
correct position. If the therapist ever reached a point where he/she felt comfortable letting the
patient use the device on his/her own or with family members, he/she could train the appropriate
person at his/her own discretion. As for other anticipated problems, the most common were: me-
chanical failure, cleaning issues, and wear and tear. All of these issues can arise with any device,
but we believe that our system is simple enough and cost-e↵ective enough to allow maintenance and
the parts to be easily replaced.
Influence on Design: The positive feedback and constructive suggestions that we received from
this phase helped solidify our design idea. For the next phase of the study, we would be ready to
present the H-SMEs with a functional prototype of a therapeutic surface that accomplished wrist
extension, wrist flexion, and arm cupping. Figure 4.13 illustrates our first functional prototype.
4.2.1.0.13 Phase 5 - February 2013
Procedure: After constructing our first functional prototype, we compiled a video1 out-
lining all of the therapy movements that the surface can perform. We showed this video to the
H-SMEs and then asked them a set of related questions. Their responses were recorded.
Questions: After viewing the video, the H-SMEs were asked the following questions:
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Figure 4.13: Therapeutic Surface Prototype Capabilities
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• Is this how you would perform wrist flexion?
• Is this how you would perform wrist extension?
• Does this device o↵er enough variability for various patient types? Why?
• Would you use this device?
• Do you think a patient would use this device?
• Do you think this device is safe?
• How does this device improve therapy sessions?
• What information would you want this device to gather?
• What other therapy movements do you think the device can perform?
Results: Overall, we gathered positive and promising responses from the H-SMEs. As with any
study, there were questions and further suggestions, but we believe that our therapeutic surface has
evolved into a technology that therapists would be able to use and from which they will be able to
benefit.
When asked whether or not this device performs wrist flexion and extension in the manner
consistent with their therapy techniques, 6 out of 11 of the H-SMEs answered yes. The H-SMEs
who did not say yes either said they would only sometimes perform therapy in that manner or that
their patients did not have the capacity to perform the movements in this manner. We knew from
the earlier phases that not all of the H-SMEs were performing therapy consistent with the robot
prototype movements, so we consider 6/11 in agreement to be quite promising.
H-SMEs were positive in their comments about the device’s ability to accommodate patient
variability as well. When considering the class of patients for which the device is intended and the
limited number of movements the surface will perform, most said “yes” that the device should be
able to accommodate di↵erent levels of stroke patients. Most thought that being able to vary the
degrees of a person’s range of motion would definitely help make it usable to more patients. Most also
believed that the size and shape of the surface would accommodate di↵erent arm types. Others had
hesitations about this point though; one H-SME commented that about 10 percent of the population
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might not be able to comfortably fit their arm in the device. Another H-SME commented that it
would be beneficial if the device can be removed from the table and placed in the optimal position
for the patient.
When asked whether or not he/she would actually use the device to aid with his/her therapy,
there were mixed responses among the H-SMEs. Three said yes; four said maybe, especially for
positioning; and four said no or probably not. These results are inconsistent but highlight a valuable
point about the complexity of a rehabilitation hospital. Our H-SMEs are a mixture of doctors,
acute care therapists, occupational therapists, physical therapists, and an environment consultant
who does not perform patient care. So, from this information, we can conclude that some areas
of rehabilitation are more likely to use the device than others. We can also conclude that some
departments might use the device for range of motion exercises where others are more interested in
using it for positioning.
Despite their personal views on using the device, all of the H-SMEs were very optimistic
about patient acceptance. While some noted that training would be necessary or that a clinician
would need to set the device up or be present during use, they all agreed that the patients would
use the device. If the patients were not able to use the device, the H-SMEs attributed it to cognitive
impairments. Patient technology acceptance is an important factor in rehabilitation research, and
the H-SMEs’ consistent agreement that patients would accept the technology was very positive
feedback.
The H-SMEs also had positive comments about the device’s safety. All of them stated that
the device appears to be safe as long as the position of the arm is sustained. The only negative
comment was in regards to the position of the device on the table. One H-SME stated that the
position of the device on the table is too static; it is not able to move as the patient moves. However,
he/she felt as though the surface itself and the movements it performs were safe. Since safety is a
fundamental concern of all robotics research, the team was optimistic that a positive safety rating
would help with development and future implementation.
The H-SMEs were very optimistic about the impact that the therapeutic surface would have
on therapy sessions. The most interesting aspect about this data, though, was that most of the H-
SMEs participating in this phase of the study mentioned that they would not be opposed to training
the patient or a family member to use the device outside of therapy sessions when the patient reached
a certain level of progress. This was contrary to the comments from the H-SMEs who participated
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in previous phases and mentioned that they would insist on being in the room when the device
was in use. This, once again, illustrates the variability in the rehabilitation departments. H-SMEs
from di↵erent departments interact with patients of varying recovery levels; this might explain the
di↵ering perspectives on the circumstances under which the patient should utilize the device.
Most notably, the H-SMEs felt that the device would allow them to be more e cient in
their therapy sessions. They felt that a patent’s potential use of the device outside of the scheduled
therapy sessions would allow them to accomplish more advanced tasks and that it would also give
the patient a more consistent therapy experience; they, once again, mentioned that the device could
also help position the patient when the therapist was not in the room. They also thought that the
device would allow them to multi-task during therapy sessions. The therapist could allow the device
to do the more monotonous, repetitive tasks while they engaged the patient in other exercises. They
also mentioned the benefit of the device keeping track of the patient’s progress so that they could
utilize that information to help improve future therapy sessions and advance the patient’s success
rate. Overall, the therapists confirmed that the fundamental intention behind rehabilitation robots
is consistent with the H-SME’s perceptions of the devices.
During this phase, the H-SMEs were asked again to comment on some signals/features
they would like the device to measure. For the most part, their responses were consistent with the
responses given in the previous phases. At the top of the request list were range of motion degree
readings, duration and frequency of patient use, and whether or not the patient was able to maintain
correct arm placement. Other requests were for resistance the patient exhibited when performing the
therapy, the pressure the patient exerted on the surface, and the tone of the patient’s extremities. As
previously mentioned, we had previously identified and considered implementing the most common
responses. However, the other requests made by the H-SMEs were ideas that could have only been
gathered from this study. The implementation of these ideas can be explored in future work.
Lastly, the H-SMEs were once again asked to comment on other therapy movements they
think the device could realize. They proceeded to reiterate comments made during the previous
phases. Despite their consistent requests for supination, elbow, shoulder, and hand/finger move-
ments, the most e↵ective movements that can currently be realized with the continuum surface are
wrist extension and flexion and forearm cupping. Future work could be performed to realize these
other movements.
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Influence on Design: For our final prototype, we chose to maintain the subset of joints rehabili-
tated, the type of robot, the setting for rehabilitation, and the actuator type encompassed by our
first prototype. We, however, decided to alter the classification of the robot’s therapy technique. In
phase five, we considered the robot to perform active therapy. For the final prototype, we wanted
to expand this to active as well as therapist-interactive. This development is be detailed in the next
section.
4.2.2 Final Prototype
After much development and five phases of interactions with H-SMEs, we have developed
a comprehensive prototype of a continuum robotic surface for stroke rehabilitation therapy, which
can be seen in Figure 4.14. The technical characteristics of this device will be detailed below and in
Section 4.4.
Figure 4.14: Final Prototype
Classification of the robot’s therapy technique: In our final prototype, we decided to transition
the therapy technique of this robot from active to a combination of active and therapist-interactive.
Our current intention is to have two di↵erent modes in which the device can act. In the first mode,
the therapist can choose a predefined movement sequence and input the range of motion for the
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patient. In the second mode, the therapist can adjust the pressure levels of the pneumatic mus-
cles, which adjusts the curvature of the surface and, thereby, adjusts the degree of wrist extension,
wrist flexion, or arm cupping. This adjustment is made by turning linear potentiometer knobs that
send a voltage signal between 0 and 5 to the micro controller. The micro controller then performs
arithmetic to convert that voltage to a Pulse-Width-Modulation signal that is sent to the pressure
regulator and is translated into actuating air pressure. Figure 4.15 shows an image of this interface.
Figure 4.15: Controls for the Therapy Surface
Subset of Rehabilitated Joints: This device will perform wrist extension, wrist flexion, and
forearm cupping.
Type of Robot: This is neither an end-e↵ector-based or an exoskeleton-based robot. This is a
novel device, specifically, a continuum surface. With this device, the patient’s upper-extremity is
actuated by a plane as opposed to a point or a line in space. This is a unique contribution of the
research in this thesis.
Setting for Rehabilitation: The intended setting for this device is a patient’s hospital room where
the patient is sitting up in his/her bed or in a wheelchair. However, we believe that the device may
be able to be used while the patient is lying in bed if the system is set up properly. We also believe
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that with future research and development, this type of system could be utilized in a home setting.
Actuator Type: This device will be actuated by pneumatic muscles that have been accepted to
be safe, compliant, and e↵ective in rehabilitation therapy.
4.3 Novelty of a Continuum Robotic Surface for Stroke Re-
habilitation
There is still much development to be done. However, we note that the prototype continuum
surface rehabilitation robot is su ciently novel in its characteristics to encourage researchers to
consider the possibilities this type of technology can o↵er. In Section 4.1.3, we discussed the five
main characteristics of therapy surface: classification of the robot’s therapy technique, the subset
of joints rehabilitated, the type of robot, the setting for rehabilitation, and the actuator type. We
believe that the type of therapy device introduced in this thesis brings novel features to each of these
areas.
To begin, we classify our robot as performing both active as well as therapist-interactive
therapy. With our device, the intention is that the therapist can choose to either set the device to
perform a given movement over a given number of repetitions or that he/she can manually adjust
the surface by using the pressure control knobs. We are not claiming that other devices do not take
input from the therapist, but we note that few are as interactive as this device has the potential to
be.
We also note the novelty of this type of device. From tables 4.1 and 4.2, it can be seen that
there are few robots devoted to wrist rehabilitation. In fact, the review in article [29] makes a point
of saying “Substantial attention has been placed on shaping therapies for the shoulder, elbow and
forearm, but little work exists on fine motor control of the wrist and hand”. Therefore, we note that
we are expanding the field of rehabilitation robots focused on rehabilitating the wrist joint in a new
and novel way.
Perhaps the most novel aspect our device is to which type of robot category it belongs. Is our
device end-e↵ector or exoskeleton based? Frankly, it is neither but, instead, a unique combination of
the two. We have, essentially, developed a device that can redefine the interface between robot and
user. Furthermore, with this device, the user no longer has to be as constrained. When a surface
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acts as the robot, the area of contact between the user and the robot is much greater. The cupping
performed by the surface can stabilize the arm, and the therapist can choose whether or not the
patient needs further support from straps.
Although much testing must be done to test the applicability of the device, we believe that
our device is compact enough to be utilized in multiple rehabilitation settings. At first, we only
envisioned it being used by patients who were sitting in bed. However, now, we hope that future
work can show that this therapy surface can also be used while a patient is lying in bed, while the
patient is sitting in a wheelchair, and even while the patient is recovering at home.
Lastly, although our actuator type is not novel, the robot design itself is. Research on
continuum robotic surfaces is still in its infancy, and, to our knowledge, no such surface has been
developed for any application purposes. In this thesis, we are the first to introduce this kind of
surface for the specific application of post-stroke rehabilitation, to conduct research with H-SMEs
to develop this type of robot for a specific application, and to build a functional prototype of this
kind of robot. As noted, there is still much development to be done, but the work in this thesis lays
the fundamental foundation.
4.4 Technical Development of the Rehabilitation Surface
On a practical level, the mathematical model of the device is just as important as the
physical development of the device. Therefore, it was important for the research team to use the
forward kinematics technique developed in Chapter 2 to develop a forward kinematic model for the
therapeutic therapy surface.
Our therapy surface is actuated by fourteen pneumatic muscles. Theses muscles are grouped
into three groups. One set (we will denote this as group one) is used to perform the forearm cupping
and contains six parallel muscles; another set, group two, is used to perform wrist extension and
contains four parallel muscles on the upper side of the surface; and the last set, group three, is used
to perform wrist flexion and contains four parallel muscles on the lower side of the surface. The
placement to the muscle groups is detailed in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Placement of the Therapy Surface Muscle Groupings
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4.4.1 Forward Kinematic Model
Group one’s muscles are located at (i*(l1+(ymin-l1)/(n-1)), zmax, 180), where i 2 [1, n  1]
and n is the number of muscles in this group. Therefore, they utilize the kinematics discussed in
Sections 2.3.1.4 and 2.4.4.0.5 of Chapter 2. The kinematics are slightly altered from this section in
that the muscles only induce movement from y=l1 to y=y
min
and that there are multiple groupings
of the parallel muscle arrangement. Therefore, the parallel muscle kinematics are repeated for each
parallel set across the range that the muscles span.
Group two and three’s muscles are located at (l1, i*zmax/(n-1), 270), where i 2 [1, n   1]
and n is the number of muscles in this group. Therefore, they utilize the kinematics discussed in
Sections 2.3.1.3 and 2.4.3.1.1 of Chapter 2. The kinematics are slightly altered from these sections in
a few ways. First, the muscles only induce movement from y=0 to y=l1. Second, there are multiple
groupings of the parallel muscle arrangement. Therefore, the parallel muscle kinematics are repeated
for each parallel set across the z-axis. Third, the x-coordinates for this part of the surface must be
translated by the values of the x-coordinates for the points on the surface just past where these
muscles end; in other words, the x-coordinates across the z-axis at y = l1 + 1 must be added to
the x-coordinates calculated across the z-axis from y=0 to y=l1. Lastly, the z-coordinates of this
part of the surface must be set to the z-coordinates for the part of the surface covered by group
one’s muscles. These modifications ensure that the kinematics for muscle groups two and three are
calculated after the e↵ects from group one have been taken into account. It is also important to note
that the only di↵erence between the kinematics for group two and three is that one has a positive
curvature and the other has a negative curvature.
In Figures 4.17-4.31, a comparison between the kinematic models and the physical model
of the surface in the configuration of forearm cupping, wrist extension, wrist flexion, as well as
the combinations of forearm cupping and wrist extension and forearm cupping and wrist flexion is
presented. It can be seen from the figures that the predicted shapes generated by the kinematics
matched the achieved shapes in the prototype very well.
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Figure 4.17: Curves in Space of Cupping Figure 4.18: Kinematic Surface of Cupping
Figure 4.19: Physical Prototype of Cupping
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Figure 4.20: Curves in Space ofWrist Extension Figure 4.21: Kinematic Surface of
Wrist Extension
Figure 4.22: Physical Prototype of Wrist Extension
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Figure 4.23: Curves in Space of Wrist Flexion Figure 4.24: Kinematic Surface of Wrist Flexion
Figure 4.25: Physical Prototype of WristFlexion
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Figure 4.26: Curves in Space of Cupping
and Wrist Extension
Figure 4.27: Kinematic Surface of Cupping
and Wrist Extension
Figure 4.28: Physical Prototype of Cupping and Wrist Extension
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Figure 4.29: Curves in Space of Cupping
and Wrist Flexion
Figure 4.30: Kinematic Surface of Cupping
and Wrist Flexion
Figure 4.31: Physical Prototype of Cupping and Wrist Flexion
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we have presented novel work in the field of biologically inspired robots;
specifically, we have introduced and investigated continuum robotic surfaces. This body of work
introduces a new (forward) kinematics model, physical prototype development, and developments
towards an application in stroke rehabilitation for continuum robotic surfaces. Each chapter of this
thesis illustrates aspects of how continuum robotic surfaces are robotic devices that should gain more
attention in the robotics research community, for there is a multitude of future research opportunities
in this field.
5.1 Forward Kinematic Model
5.1.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 2 of the thesis, we presented the first work on continuum surface robot kine-
matics. Although the models do not fit the physical surfaces exactly, the results illustrate that the
developed models approximate the shape of the physical continuum surface models very well.
5.1.2 Future Work
This thesis presented the basic forward kinematic models for continuum robotic surfaces.
Although work has been done to adapt the kinematic models for complex muscle arrangements
(more than two muscles), a general kinematic model for arbitrary muscle arrangements has not been
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developed. Furthermore, while our results are favorable, there are a number of factors that can
be adjusted to improve kinematic accuracy and precision. For instance, a better knowledge of the
curvature induced in the surface by a given pressure in the muscles would improve results. Thus,
there is also a need for the development of a detailed function that will relate air pressure to surface
curvature. Additionally, the e↵ects of di↵erent interpolation functions can be explored, and the
inverse kinematics for these types of robots should be developed.
5.2 Surface Prototypes
5.2.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, we detailed a new and novel approach to constructing continuum surface
robots. From our tests, we concluded that the custom fabric and the elastic thread connection
method are ideal for our research. This combination yielded a cohesion between the surface and the
muscles that allowed a maximal curvature inducibility to be accomplished because of the minimized
lateral compressibility. Furthermore, the surface was thick enough to allow multiple muscles to be
attached on both sides, and the surface was strong enough to not only hold the curvature induced by
the muscles but to support a human arm as well. We also learned how multiple muscles in parallel
allow us to induce a much greater curvature within the surface, and this greater curvature puts us
in a better position to achieve our goals for therapy.
5.2.2 Future Work
We do not claim that the construction process in Chapter 3 results in the optimal surface
for stroke therapy. It is simply the one that we deemed to best accomplish our goals in the time and
with the resources allotted to us. In the future, more advanced material design can be performed
to better customize the surface. Perhaps, the muscles can be embedded into the surface such that
complete cohesion between the muscles and the surface can be accomplished. A strong partnership
between an ECE team and materials engineers will likely be required.
Also, we are not convinced that we have found the optimal solution for the problem of
curvature maximization. Therefore, more testing with muscle groupings should be performed.
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5.3 Therapeutic Continuum Robotic Surface for Stroke Re-
habilitation
5.3.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 4, we outlined an interactive design process aimed at producing continuum sur-
face robots suitable for stroke rehabilitation therapy. Throughout the development of a therapeutic
surface prototype for stroke rehabilitation, the researchers learned many lessons. The first lesson
learned is that there is much information for robotics researchers to learn about the healthcare
system and post-stroke therapy. Without a solid understanding of this material, the research will
not be as successful. Therefore, there is a strong need for a partnership between robotics research
teams and clinical and sta↵ healthcare subject matter experts (HSMEs). After engaging with these
professionals, one will also learn that there is a great degree of variation in the way that di↵erent
medical departments interact with post-stroke patients; there is even a di↵erence in the way ther-
apists within the same department interact with the patients. Some perform therapy movements
that others do not, and some would not be opposed to the patient using the technology on their
own while others would never allow that to happen. Each department – and therapist – engages
with patients di↵erently and hopes to accomplish di↵erent goals with the patient. However, despite
their di↵erences, they will all agree with the statement that every patient is di↵erent. Therefore,
the development of any robotic device that is intended to aid these patients must be adaptable,
adjustable, and safe. We believe our therapeutic device is one step closer to achieving this goal
following our research detailed in Chapter 4.
5.3.2 Future Work
Our device is not complete or ready for clinical trials by any means. There is still much
research that should be performed to improve the functionality and performance of this device
both physically and in terms of its intelligence. For this thesis work, the research team mainly
focused on improving the physical performance of the device and defining the therapy movements
it would accomplish. We did not get to the necessary task of making the device intelligent enough
to aid the therapists in data collection and performance display. Therefore, suggested priorities
for future research for this device are two fold: 1) researchers could work to develop a continuum
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robotic surface that performs more therapy movements – most likely pronation and supination of
the forearm -, which is more refined than the current prototype and 2) researchers can make the
device intelligent so that it truly enhances therapists’ e ciency and progress – records the data sets
expressed by the HSMEs, allows the therapist to control the therapy device in multiple modes, and
provides the therapists with an interface that is easy to access and use. This work should, again, be
developed alongside HSMEs.
5.4 Comprehensive Future Work
A future goal for researchers in this field would be to develop continuum robotic surfaces of
optimal materials and performance capabilities focused on specific applications and to develop and
utilize continuum robot kinematics to help develop and control them. There appear to be numerous
potential applications for continuum robot surfaces and many interesting and challenging technical




Appendix A MATLAB Kinematic Code and Models
A.1 Muscle Located at (0, 0, 0)
Figure 1: Curves in Space for (0, 0, 0) Figure 2: Kinematic Surface for (0, 0, 0)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , 0 , 0)
3











15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
98
18 zactuated=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , z p o s i t i o n ) ) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , z p o s i t i o n ) ) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= ypo s i t i on ;
24 z=zactuated ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;




53 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
54 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
55 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
56
57 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
58 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
59 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
60
61 f i g u r e
62 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
63 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.2 Muscle Located at (y
min
, 0, 0)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(ymin , 0 , 0)
3






Figure 3: Curves in Space for (y
min









15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 zactuated=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , z p o s i t i o n ) ) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , z p o s i t i o n ) ) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;




26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
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55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.3 Muscle Located at (0, 0, 90)
Figure 5: Curves in Space for (0, 0, 90) Figure 6: Kinematic Surface for (0, 0, 90)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , 0 , 90)
3












15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 yactuated=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ypo s i t i on ) ) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ypo s i t i on ) ) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= yactuated ;
24 z=zpo s i t i o n ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
104
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
105
A.4 Muscle Located at (0, z
max
, 90)
Figure 7: Curves in Space for (0, z
max
, 90) Figure 8: Kinematic Surface for (0, z
max
, 90)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , 90)
3











15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
106
18 yactuated=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ypo s i t i on ) ) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ypo s i t i on ) ) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= yactuated ;
24 z=zpo s i t i o n ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.5 Muscle Located at (0, z
max
, 180)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , 180)
3





Figure 9: Curves in Space for (0, z
max










15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 zactuated=zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax
 ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) )
) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) )
) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
109
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= ypo s i t i on ;
24 z=zactuated ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





53 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
54 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
55 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
56
57 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
58 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
59 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
60
61 f i g u r e
62 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
63 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )














1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(ymin , zmax , 180)
3












15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 zactuated=zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax
 ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) )
) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( ( ymax 
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ⇤( exp ( (
ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) /exp (1) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) )
) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= ypo s i t i on ;
24 z=zactuated ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;




33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
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61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.7 Muscle Located at (y
min
, 0, 270)
Figure 13: Curves in Space for (y
min
, 0, 270) Figure 14: Kinematic Surface for (y
min
, 0, 270)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(ymin , zmax , 270)
3












15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 yactuated=ymax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax
 z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) )
) ;
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) )
) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= yactuated ;
24 z=zpo s i t i o n ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )





1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
116









2 %(ymin , zmax , 270)
3











15 f o r z p o s i t i o n =0: increment : zmax ,
16 f o r ypo s i t i on =0: increment : ymax ,
17
18 yactuated=ymax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax
 z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) )
) ;
117
19 xactuated=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( ( zmax 
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ⇤( exp ( (
z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) )
) ;
20
21 %%%%Add a l l actuated components in each d i r e c t i o n%%%%
22 x=xactuated ;
23 y= yactuated ;
24 z=zpo s i t i o n ;
25
26 i f ( ypo s i t i on==0)
27
28 xcoord=[x ] ;
29 ycoord=[y ] ;
30 zcoord=[z ] ;
31
32
33 e l s e
34
35 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
36 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










46 e l s e
47 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
48 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





54 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
55 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
56 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
57
58 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
59 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 5 ] )
60 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
61
62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
64 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 5 ] )
A.9 Muscle Located at (v ⇤ y
min
, 0, 0)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(v⇤ymin , 0 , 0)
3








Figure 17: Curves in Space for (v ⇤ y
min









17 l o c a t i o n =10;
18
19 f o r i =0: increment : szmax ,
20 f o r j =0: increment : symax ,
21
22 i f ( i<=l2 )
23 i f ( j>l o c a t i o n )
24 xz1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( symax j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( ( symax ) j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j
 l o c a t i o n ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j l o c a t i o n ) /(
symax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , i ) ) ;
25 z1= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( symax j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( ( symax ) j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j
 l o c a t i o n ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j l o c a t i o n ) /(
120







32 e l s e i f ( j<=lo c a t i o n )
33 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on j ) / ( ( l o c a t i o n ) ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( l o ca t i on j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) /(
l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v
, 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , i ) ) ;
34 z2=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on j ) / ( ( l o c a t i o n ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) /(
l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v




















53 i f ( j==0)
54
55 xcoord=[x ] ;
56 ycoord=[y ] ;
57 zcoord=[z ] ;
58
59
60 e l s e
61
62 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
63 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










74 e l s e
75 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
76 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;






82 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
83 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
84 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
85
86 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
87 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
88 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
89
90 f i g u r e
91 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
92 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
















1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r
2 %muscles l o ca t ed at ( v⇤ymin , zmax , 180)
3
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19 f o r i =0:1 : szmax ,
20 f o r j =0:1 : symax ,
21
22 i f ( i<=l2 )
23
24 i f ( j>l o c a t i o n )
25 xz1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( symax j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( (
symax ) j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j 
l o c a t i o n ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j l o c a t i o n ) /( symax
 l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
26 z1= ( l2 i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( symax j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( ( symax ) j ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j 
l o c a t i o n ) /( symax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j l o c a t i o n ) /( symax









34 e l s e i f ( j<=lo c a t i o n )
35 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on j ) / ( ( l o c a t i o n ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) /( l o c a t i o n
) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , (
l2 i ) ) ) ;
36 z2=(szmax i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on j ) / ( ( l o c a t i o n ) ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( l o ca t i on j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) /(
l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t )


















53 i f ( j==0)
54
55 xcoord=[x ] ;
56 ycoord=[y ] ;
57 zcoord=[z ] ;
58
59
60 e l s e
61
62 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
63 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










74 e l s e
75 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
76 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;






82 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
83 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
84 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
85
86 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
87 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
88 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
89
90 f i g u r e
91 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
92 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.11 Muscle Located at 0, v ⇤ z
max
, 90)
Figure 21: Curves in Space for 0, v ⇤ z
max
, 90) Figure 22: Kinematic Surface for 0, v ⇤ z
max
, 90)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r muscles
2 %of the o r i e n t a t i o n ( z e ro v ⇤zmax 90 )
















18 f o r i =0:1 : szmax ,
19 f o r j =0:1 : symax ,
20
21 i f ( j<=l1 )
22
23
24 i f ( i<=lo c a t i o n )
25 xy1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) /( l o c a t i o n
) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , j )
) ;
26 y1= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) /( l o c a t i o n











35 e l s e i f ( i>l o c a t i o n )
36 xy2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i 
l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax
 l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , j ) ) ;
37 y2= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i 
l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax




















56 i f ( j==0)
57
58 xcoord=[x ] ;
59 ycoord=[y ] ;
60 zcoord=[z ] ;
61
62
63 e l s e
64
65 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
66 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










77 e l s e
78 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
79 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;






85 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
86 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
87 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
88
89 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
90 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
91 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
92
93 f i g u r e
94 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
95 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.12 Muscle Located at (y
min
, v ⇤ z
max
, 270)











1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r muscles
2 %of the o r i e n t a t i o n ( z e ro v ⇤zmax 90 )
















18 f o r i =0:1 : szmax ,
19 f o r j =0:1 : symax ,
20
21 i f ( j<=l1 )
22
23
24 i f ( i<=lo c a t i o n )
25 xy1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) /( l o c a t i o n
) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , (
l1 j ) ) ) ;
26 y1= (l1 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
l o ca t i on i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) /( l o c a t i o n
) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) /( l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , (










35 e l s e i f ( i>l o c a t i o n )
36 xy2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( (
szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i 
l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax
 l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l1 j ) ) ) ;
37 y2= (l1 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp
( ( szmax i ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i 
l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax l o c a t i o n ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i l o c a t i o n ) /( szmax




















56 i f ( j==0)
57
58 xcoord=[x ] ;
59 ycoord=[y ] ;
60 zcoord=[z ] ;
61
62
63 e l s e
64
65 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
66 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










77 e l s e
78 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
79 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;






85 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
86 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
87 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
88
89 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
90 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
91 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
92
93 f i g u r e
94 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
95 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.13 Muscle Located at (0, 0, )
Note: These kinematics are rotated, mirrored, and/or translated versions of the kinematics
for a muscle at ((0, z
max
, ).
Figure 25: Curves in Space for (0, 0, ) Figure 26: Kinematic Surface for (0, 0, )
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , phi )
3
135











15 de s i r edang l e =45;
16 ang le=180 de s i r edang l e ;
17
18 l 1 =13;
19 l 2 =13;
20
21 f o r i =0⇤zmax : increment : zmax ,
22 f o r j =0: increment : ymax ,
23
24 i f ( j<(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ) %
top r i gh t h a l f
25
26 l ength=j / cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
27 z p o s i t i o n=i+j ⇤ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
28 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( z p o s i t i o n /
zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
29
136
30 o r i g i n a l y z= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (
z p o s i t i o n /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ;
31
32 y=(cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ⇤ o r i g i n a l y z ;
33





39 e l s e i f ( j>=(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )
) ) %bottom l e f t h a l f
40
41 l ength=(zmax i ) / cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
42 ypo s i t i on=j (zmax i ) ⇤ tan ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
43
44 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ypo s i t i on /
ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
45 o r i g i n a l z y=(zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ypo s i t i on /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ) ;
46
47 z=zmax+(( o r i g i n a l z y zmax) ⇤ cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ) ;






53 i f ( j==0)
54 xcoord=[x ] ;
55 ycoord=[y ] ;
56 zcoord=[zmax z ] ;
57
58
59 e l s e
60 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
61 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









71 e l s e
72 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
73 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





79 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
80 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
138
81 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
82
83 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
84 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
85 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
86
87 f i g u r e
88 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
89 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.14 Muscle Located at (0, z
max
, )
Figure 27: Curves in Space for (0, z
max
, ) Figure 28: Kinematic Surface for (0, z
max
, )
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , phi )
3














17 l 1 =13;
18 l 2 =19;
19
20 f o r i =0⇤zmax : increment : zmax ,
21 f o r j =0: increment : ymax ,
22
23 i f ( j<(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ) %
top r i gh t h a l f
24
25 l ength=j / cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
26 z p o s i t i o n=i+j ⇤ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
27 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( z p o s i t i o n /
zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
28
29 o r i g i n a l y z= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (
z p o s i t i o n /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ;
30
31 y=(cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ⇤ o r i g i n a l y z ;
32
140





38 e l s e i f ( j>=(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )
) ) %bottom l e f t h a l f
39
40 l ength=(zmax i ) / cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
41 ypo s i t i on=j (zmax i ) ⇤ tan ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
42
43 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ypo s i t i on /
ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
44 o r i g i n a l z y=(zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ypo s i t i on /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ) ;
45
46 z=zmax+(( o r i g i n a l z y zmax) ⇤ cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ) ;





52 i f ( j==0)
53 xcoord=[x ] ;
54 ycoord=[y ] ;




58 e l s e
59 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
60 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;









70 e l s e
71 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
72 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





78 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
79 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
80 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
81
82 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
83 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
84 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
85
86 f i g u r e
142
87 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
88 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.15 Muscle Located at (y
min
, 0, )
Note: These kinematics are rotated, mirrored, and/or translated versions of the kinematics
for a muscle at ((0, z
max
, ).
Figure 29: Curves in Space for (y
min
, 0, ) Figure 30: Kinematic Surface for (y
min
, 0, )
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , phi )
3












15 de s i r edang l e =315;
16 ang le=des i r edang l e  180;
17
18 l 1 =13;
19 l 2 =13;
20
21 f o r i =0⇤zmax : increment : zmax ,
22 f o r j =0: increment : ymax ,
23
24 i f ( j<(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ) %
top r i gh t h a l f
25
26 l ength=j / cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
27 z p o s i t i o n=i+j ⇤ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
28 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( z p o s i t i o n /
zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
29
30 o r i g i n a l y z= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (
z p o s i t i o n /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ;
31
32 y=(cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ⇤ o r i g i n a l y z ;
33






39 e l s e i f ( j>=(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )
) ) %bottom l e f t h a l f
40
41 l ength=(zmax i ) / cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
42 ypo s i t i on=j (zmax i ) ⇤ tan ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
43
44 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ypo s i t i on /
ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
45 o r i g i n a l z y=(zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ypo s i t i on /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ) ;
46
47 z=zmax+(( o r i g i n a l z y zmax) ⇤ cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ) ;





53 i f ( j==0)
54 xcoord=[x ] ;
55 ycoord =[(( z zmax) ⇤ s i n (180⇤ pi /180)+y⇤ cos (180⇤ pi /180) ) ymax ] ;
56 zcoord =[( z zmax) ⇤ cos (180⇤ pi /180) y⇤ s i n (180⇤ pi /180) ] ;
57
58
59 e l s e
60 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
145
61 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , ( ( z zmax) ⇤ s i n (180⇤ pi /180)+y⇤ cos
(180⇤ pi /180) ) ymax) ;
62 zcoord=ve r t c a t ( zcoord , ( z zmax) ⇤ cos (180⇤ pi /180) y⇤ s i n









71 e l s e
72 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
73 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





79 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
80 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
81 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
82
83 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
84 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
85 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
86
87 f i g u r e
88 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
146
89 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )





Note: These kinematics are rotated, mirrored, and/or translated versions of the kinematics
for a muscle at ((0, z
max
, ).









1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
2 %(0 , zmax , phi )
3












15 de s i r edang l e =225;
16 ang le=des i r edang l e  90;
17
18 l 1 =13;
19 l 2 =13;
20
21 f o r i =0⇤zmax : increment : zmax ,
22 f o r j =0: increment : ymax ,
23
24 i f ( j<(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ) %
top r i gh t h a l f
25
26 l ength=j / cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
27 z p o s i t i o n=i+j ⇤ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ;
28 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( z p o s i t i o n /
zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
29
30 o r i g i n a l y z= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( z p o s i t i o n /zmax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (
z p o s i t i o n /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3+(1 3⇤((zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( zmax z p o s i t i o n ) /zmax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ;
31
32 y=(cos ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi ) ) ⇤ o r i g i n a l y z ;
33






39 e l s e i f ( j>=(zmax/ tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )  i / tan ( ( angle  90)/180⇤ pi )
) ) %bottom l e f t h a l f
40
41 l ength=(zmax i ) / cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
42 ypo s i t i on=j (zmax i ) ⇤ tan ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ;
43
44 x=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ypo s i t i on /
ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( (
ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l ength ) ) ;
45 o r i g i n a l z y=(zmax ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( ypo s i t i on /ymax) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ypo s i t i on /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k1+(1 3⇤((ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax)
.ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( ymax ypo s i t i on ) /ymax) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤k3 ) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 ,
l ength ) ) ) ;
46
47 z=zmax+(( o r i g i n a l z y zmax) ⇤ cos ((180  ang le ) /180⇤ pi ) ) ;





53 i f ( j==0)
54 xcoord=[x ] ;
55 ycoord=[ y ymax ] ;
56 zcoord=[z ] ;
57
58
59 e l s e
60 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
61 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ymax) ;










71 e l s e
72 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
73 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





79 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
80 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
81 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
82
83 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
84 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
85 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
86
87 f i g u r e
88 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
89 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.17 At Least Two Evenly Spaced Parallel Muscles at (v ⇤ y
min
, zero, zero)
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r a muscle l o ca t ed at
150
Figure 33: Curves in Space for (v ⇤
y
min
, zero, zero) Located Within the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 34: Kinematic Surface for
(v ⇤ y
min
, zero, zero) Located At the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 35: Curves in Space for (v ⇤
y
min
, zero, zero) Located Within the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 36: Kinematic Surface for
(v ⇤ y
min
, zero, zero) Located At the Bound-
aries of the Surface
2 %(v⇤ymin , 0 , 0)
3



























30 num y muscles=2
31
32 l o c a t i o n =.5;
33
34 f o r i =0: increment : szmax ,
35 f o r j =0: increment : symax ,
36
37 i f ( i<=l2 )
38
152




43 i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==0)
44 xz1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax )
 j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t
, 0 , i ) ) ;
45 z1=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) 
j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t














58 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==num y muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==0)
59 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax )
 j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v
, 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , i ) ) ;
60 z2=( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) 
j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v
















75 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==num y muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==1)
76 xz3=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( i ) ) ) ;
77 z3=(( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤















91 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==1)
92 xz4=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( i ) ) ) ;
93 z4=(( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤















107 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c>0 && c˜=num y muscles )
108 xz5=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( i ) ) ) ;
109 z5=(( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤




























136 i f ( j==0)
137
138 xcoord=[x ] ;
139 ycoord=[y ] ;
140 zcoord=[z ] ;
141
142
143 e l s e
158
144
145 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
146 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










157 e l s e
158 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
159 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





165 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
166 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
167 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
168
169 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
170 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
171 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
172
173 f i g u r e
159
174 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
175 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.18 At Least Two Evenly Spaced Parallel Muscles at (zero, v ⇤ z
max
, 90)
Figure 37: Curves in Space for (zero, v ⇤ z
max
, 90)
Located Within the Boundaries of the Surface
Figure 38: Kinematic Surface for (zero, v ⇤
z
max
, 90) Located At the Boundaries of the Sur-
face
Figure 39: Curves in Space for (zero, v ⇤ z
max
, 90)
Located Within the Boundaries of the Surface
Figure 40: Kinematic Surface for (zero, v ⇤
z
max
, 90) Located At the Boundaries of the Sur-
face
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r evenly spaced p a r a l l e l
muscles
2 %of the o r i e n t a t i o n ( z e ro v ⇤zmax 90 )
160


























29 num z muscles=3
30
31 f o r i =0:1 : szmax ,
32 f o r j =0:1 : symax ,
161
33
34 i f ( j<=l1 )
35




40 i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==0)
41 xy1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t
, 0 , j ) ) ;
42 y1= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t










51 yzd i s1 =0;
52 yzd i s2 =0;
53
54 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==num z muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==0)
55 xy2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v
, 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , j ) ) ;
56 y2= ( i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v










65 yzd i s1 =0;
66 yzd i s2 =0;
67
68
69 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )< i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==num z muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==1)
70 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( j ) ) ) ;
71 yzd i s2= (( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1)
) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤









79 yzd i s1 =0;
80
81 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==1)
82 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( j ) ) ) ;
83 yzd i s2= (( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1)
) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤








91 yzd i s1 =0;
92
165
93 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c>0 && c˜=num z muscles )
94 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( j ) ) ) ;
95 yzd i s2= (( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1)
) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤




























122 z710d i s =0;
123
124
125 i f ( j==0)
126
127 xcoord=[x ] ;
128 ycoord=[y ] ;
129 zcoord=[z ] ;
130
131
132 e l s e
133
134 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
135 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;











146 e l s e
147 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
148 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





154 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
155 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
156 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
157
158 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
159 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
160 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
161
162 f i g u r e
163 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
164 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )




Figure 41: Curves in Space for (v ⇤
y
min
, zmax, 180) Located Within the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 42: Kinematic Surface for
(v ⇤ y
min
, zmax, 180) Located At the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 43: Curves in Space for (v ⇤
y
min
, zmax, 180) Located Within the Bound-
aries of the Surface
Figure 44: Kinematic Surface for
(v ⇤ y
min
, zmax, 180) Located At the Bound-
aries of the Surface
1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r mu l t ip l e evenly spaced
p a r a l l e l muscles l o ca t ed at
2 %(v⇤ymin , 0 , 0)
3



























30 num y muscles=2
31
32 l o c a t i o n =.5;
33
34 f o r i =0: increment : szmax ,
35 f o r j =0: increment : symax ,
36
170
37 i f ( i<=l2 )
38




43 i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==0)
44 xz1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax )
 j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t
, 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
45 z1=(l2 i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( j ) / ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t














58 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==num y muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==0)
59 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax )
 j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v
, 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
60 z2=(l2 i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) j ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( j  ((( c )
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( j  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤
















75 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==num y muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==1)
76 xz3=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
77 z3=(l2 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤















91 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==1)
92 xz4=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
93 z4=(l2 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤















107 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( symax/( num y muscles+1) )<=j && j<=(c+1)⇤( symax/(
num y muscles+1) ) && c>0 && c˜=num y muscles )
108 xz5=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax ) j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l2 i ) ) ) ;
109 z5=(l2 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤
symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs ( ( (
c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ (
num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num y muscles
+1) ) ⇤symax j ) / ( ( 1/ ( num y muscles+1) ) ⇤symax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤




























136 i f ( j==0)
137
138 xcoord=[x ] ;
139 ycoord=[y ] ;




143 e l s e
144
145 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
146 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;










157 e l s e
158 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
159 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





165 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
166 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
167 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
168
169 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
170 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
171 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
177
172
173 f i g u r e
174 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
175 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
A.20 At Least Two Evenly Spaced Parallel Muscles at (y
min
, v ⇤ z
max
, 270)
Figure 45: Curves in Space for Parallel Muscles at
(y
min
, v ⇤ z
max
, 270) Located Within the Bound-
aries of the Surface
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1 %This f i l e conta in s the forward k inemat i c s f o r mu l t ip l e evenly spaced
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2 %pa r a l l e l muscles l o ca t ed at ( ymax v⇤zmax 270 )
3


























30 num z muscles=2;
31
179
32 f o r i =0: increment : szmax ,
33 f o r j =0: increment : symax ,
34
35 i f ( j<=l1 )
36




41 i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==0)
42 xy1=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) / ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t
, 0 , l1 j ) ) ;
43 y1= (l1 i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1+((( i ) / ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t










52 yzd i s1 =0;
53 yzd i s2 =0;
54
55 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==num z muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==0)
56 xy2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )
  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/(
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) )
) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤kp1 ) ,v
, 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , l1 j ) ) ;
57 y2= (l1 i n t ( cos ( i n t ( ( ( ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( ( ( c
+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax )  i ) / ( ( ( 1 / (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤km1+((( i  ((( c )
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ⇤( exp ( ( i  ((( c ) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax ) ) ) / ( ( ( 1 / ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) /exp (1 ) ) ) ⇤










66 yzd i s1 =0;
67 yzd i s2 =0;
68
69
70 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )< i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==num z muscles &&
musclesonmaxedge==1)
71 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l1 j ) ) ) ;
72 yzd i s2= (l1 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤









80 yzd i s1 =0;
81
82 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c==0 && musc lesonzeroedge==1)
83 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l1 j ) ) ) ;
84 yzd i s2= (l1 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤









92 yzd i s1 =0;
93
94
95 e l s e i f ( c ⇤( szmax/( num z muscles+1) )<=i && i<=(c+1)⇤( szmax/(
num z muscles+1) ) && c>0 && c˜=num z muscles )
96 xz2=( i n t ( s i n ( i n t ( ( (1  3⇤ ( ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤
szmax )  i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs
( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤
km3) ,v , 0 , t ) ) , t , 0 , ( l1 j ) ) ) ;
97 yzd i s2= (l1 ( i n t ( cos ( i n t (((1 3⇤( (( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤(
abs ( ( ( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ (
num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤km2+(1 3⇤(1 ((( c+1)
⇤ (1/( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) .ˆ2+2⇤( abs (1 ((( c+1) ⇤ (1/( num z muscles
+1) ) ⇤szmax i ) / ( ( 1/ ( num z muscles+1) ) ⇤szmax ) ) ) ) . ˆ 3 ) ⇤

























121 i f ( j==0)
122
123 xcoord=[x ] ;
124 ycoord=[y ] ;
125 zcoord=[z ] ;
126
127
128 e l s e
129
130 xcoord=ve r t ca t ( xcoord , x ) ;
131 ycoord=ve r t ca t ( ycoord , y ) ;











142 e l s e
143 Sx=horzcat (Sx , xcoord ) ;
144 Sy=horzcat (Sy , ycoord ) ;





150 Sxdouble=double ( Sx )
151 Sydouble=double ( Sy )
152 Szdouble=double ( Sz )
153
154 s u r f ( Sydouble , Szdouble , Sxdouble , ’ FaceColor ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ EdgeColor ’ , ’ none ’ )
155 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
156 caml ight l e f t ; l i g h t i n g phong
157
158 f i g u r e
159 p lo t3 (Sy , Sz , Sx )
160 ax i s ([ 20 0 0 15  3 3 ] )
186
Appendix B How to Make Pneumatic Air Muscles
B.1 What are Pnematic Air Muscles?
Pneumatic muscles are one type of actuator that can be used to actuate a continuum surface.
Although making pneumatic muscles may seem like a simple task, creating a long-lasting, durable
muscle is not as easy as it may seem. We have outlined the steps to creating, what we deem to be,
a reliable, lightweight, and e↵ective pneumatic muscle.
Over the course of this research, we refined our procedures for muscle fabrication. From the
photos, one will see how we have replaced the brass components with plastic. This greatly minimized
the weight of the muscle, thereby increasing the degree to which the muscles induce curvature when
attached to a surface.
B.2 Supplies
The first step to creating a pneumatic muscle is obtaining the correct supplies. Below is a list of the
supplies that we prefer.
zip ties
Vendor: Lowes
High-Temperature Silicone Rubber Tubing
1/4 ID, 3/8 OD, 1/16 Wall
Vendor: mcmaster.com #5236K13
Expandable Mesh Sleeving
1/4 ID, 1/8 to 7/16 Bundle Diameter
Vendor: mcmaster.com #9284K324
Reducing Couplings, Tube to Tube
Nylong Reducing Cplg for 1/4” X 3/8” Tube OD
Vendor: mcmaster.com #5779K355
187




• The outer diameter (OD) of the rubber tubing should fall between the bundle diameters of
the mesh sleeving.
• The inner diameter (ID) of the reducing coupling connector should be the same size as the
outer diameter of the rubber tubing.
• The OD of the tube fitting plug should be the same size as the ID of the rubber tubing.
B.3 Cutting the Tubing
Figure 49: Cutting the Tubing




Cut the rubber tubing the length that will result in the desired overall muscle length. At this step, it
is important to know whether or not you have a maximum size that the overall muscle can be. This
188
is important to note because when the barb connector and tube plug are connected to the rubber
tubing, the length of the overall muscle increases. If your muscle can be no longer than 10, you will
want to cut the tubing to 9 3/4. If you do not have a length restriction and want to pressurize 10” of
tubing, then cut the tubing to 10; just know that your overall muscle length will be approximately
10 1/4”.
B.4 Securing One End of the Mesh
Figure 50: Applying the Mesh
Supplies and tools needed:
• mesh sleeving




Before cutting the mesh, it is advised that you go ahead and place the tube fitting plug into one end
of the rubber tubing and secure the mesh at that end of the tube. Be sure to push the tube fitting
plug all the way into the tube.
Once the plug is in place, feed the mesh along the length of the tube – feed the side of the tube
without the plug into the open end of the mesh first. Once the open-end of the mesh has reached
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Figure 51: Securing the End
and is even with the end of the plug, stop feeding the mesh. Note: make sure to burn the open end
of the mesh with a lighter before feeding the mesh; this helps to prevent fraying.
With the open end of the mesh still even with the end of the plug, retrieve a zip tie. Thread the zip
tie through the mesh, around the circumference of the tube, and secure it. It is best to place the
zip tie so that it is in the middle of the portion of the plug that is in the tube.
Figure 52: Securing the Mesh
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B.5 Choosing the Type of Muscle






Depending on how you secure the mesh, you can create one of two di↵erent kinds of pneumatic
muscles – an extensor or a contractor.
An extensor muscle requires that the mesh sleeving be bunched along the length of the tube so that
when the rubber tubing expands, the mesh will be forced to extend. Therefore, the overall length
of the muscle increases.
A contractor muscles requires that the mesh sleeving be pulled tightly along the length of the tube
so that when the rubber tubing expands, the mesh will be forced to contract. Therefore, the overall
length of the muscle decreases.
EXTENSOR MUSCLE
As mentioned, to create an extensor muscle, you must now bunch the mesh along the entire length
of the muscle. Once the mesh has been bunched, grasp the uncut end of the mesh with the end of
the tube. Then, cut the mesh at least an inch past the end of the tube. You can now release the
mesh and burn the freshly cut mesh with the lighter.
The next step is to insert the open end of the rubber tubing into the reducing coupling. Now, you
are in a position to secure the mesh around the middle of the reducing coupling. So, rebunch the
mesh along the length of the tube; then, weave the zip tie through the mesh, around the reducing
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coupling, and secure the zip tie. It is best to place the zip tie so that it is in the middle of the stem
for the barb connect that is inside of the tube.
CONTRACTOR MUSCLE
As mentioned, to create a contractor muscle, you must now pull the mesh tightly along the entire
length of the muscle. Once the mesh is tight, grasp the uncut end of the mesh with the end of the
tube. Then, cut the mesh at least an inch past the end of the tube. You can now release the mesh
and burn the freshly cut mesh with the lighter.
The next step is to insert the open end of the rubber tubing into the reducing coupling. Now, you
are in a position to secure the mesh around the middle of the reducing coupling. So, pull the mesh
tightly again along the length of the tube; then, weave the zip tie through the mesh, around the
reducing coupling, and secure the zip tie. It is best to place the zip tie so that it is in the middle of
the stem for the barb connect that is inside of the tube.
Note: Sometimes, it is necessary to add some electrical tape around the end of the tube
that is being inserted into the reducing coupling to ensure a tight connection.
You now have a self-made pneumatic muscle.
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Appendix C Tools Used to Develop the Therapeutic Surface
C.1 Wiring Schematic for the Continuum Surface Controls
Figure 53: Therapy Surface Schematic
C.2 Arduino Code for the Continuum Surface Controls
1 #inc lude ”SPI . h”
2 #inc lude <Wire . h>
3
4
5 // Var i ab l e s f o r potent iometer s and pre s su r e r e gu l a t o r c on t r o l //
6
7 //236 = 60 p s i
8 //217 = 55 p s i
9 //157 = 40 p s i
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10 //118 = 30 p s i
11 //98 = 25 p s i
12 //60 = 15 p s i
13
14 // Pressure r e gu l a t o r c on t r o l inputs
15 i n t PotOnOffPin = 10 ;
16
17 i n t potPin cup = 1 ;
18 i n t potPin top = 2 ;
19 i n t potPin bottom = 4 ;
20 i n t outPin1 = 3 ;
21 i n t outPin2 = 5 ;
22 i n t outPin3 = 6 ;
23
24 i n t potva l cup = 0 ;
25 i n t po tva l top = 0 ;
26 i n t potval bottom = 0 ;
27
28 // a i r muscle p r e s su r e s
29 s t a t i c i n t muscle cup=0; //0 p s i
30 s t a t i c i n t musc le top=0; //0 p s i
31 s t a t i c i n t muscle bottom=0; //0 p s i
32
33 i n t pres sure cup , p re s sure top , pressure bottom ;
34 i n t j ;
35 i n t PotOnOffVal=0;
36 //
37
38 void setup ( ) {
39
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40 S e r i a l . begin (9600) ;
41
42 // I n i t i a l i z i n g the potent iomete r s and pr e s su r e r e gu l a t o r s to c on t r o l
the t ab l e
43 pinMode (PotOnOffPin , INPUT) ;
44
45 PotOnOffVal=d ig i t a lRead ( PotOnOffPin ) ;
46 }
47
48 void loop ( ) {
49
50 ///////////////////////////////////BEGIN POTENTIOMETER CONTROL
////////////////////////////
51 whi le ( PotOnOffVal == HIGH) {
52 //The analogRead func t i on r e tu rn s a value from 0 to 1023
53 //The pr e s su r e PWM s i g n a l sent to the p r e s su r e r e gu l a t o r s v a r i e s
from 0 to 255
54 //So , the analogRead value i s d iv ided by 4
55 potva l cup=analogRead ( potPin cup ) ;
56 pre s su r e cup=potva l cup /4 ;
57
58 potva l top=analogRead ( potPin top ) ;
59 pr e s su r e t op=potva l top /4 ;
60
61 potval bottom=analogRead ( potPin bottom ) ;
62 pressure bottom=potval bottom /4 ;
63
64 analogWrite ( outPin1 , p r e s su r e cup ) ;
65 analogWrite ( outPin2 , p r e s su r e t op ) ;
66 analogWrite ( outPin3 , pressure bottom ) ;
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67
68 PotOnOffVal=d ig i t a lRead ( PotOnOffPin ) ;
69
70 }
71 whi le ( PotOnOffVal==LOW) {
72 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( outPin1 , LOW) ;
73 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( outPin2 , LOW) ;
74 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( outPin3 , LOW) ;
75 PotOnOffVal=d ig i t a lRead ( PotOnOffPin ) ;
76 }
77




C.3 Fugl Meyer Assessment Tool Utilized for Continuum Surface Devel-
opment for Post-Stroke Rehabilitation
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FUGL-MEYER ASSESSMENT     ID: 
UPPER EXTREMITY (FMA-UE)   Date: 
Assessment of sensorimotor function  Examiner: 
Fugl-Meyer AR, Jaasko L, Leyman I, Olsson S, Steglind S: The post-stroke hemiplegic patient. A method for evaluation of physical 
performance. Scand J Rehabil Med 1975, 7:13-31. 
A. UPPER EXTREMITY, sitting position 
I. Reflex activity none can be elicited 
Flexors: biceps and finger flexors 





Subtotal I (max 4)  
II. Volitional movement within synergies, without gravitational help none partial full 
Flexor synergy: Hand from 
contralateral knee to ipsilateral ear. 
From extensor synergy (shoulder 
adduction/ internal rotation, elbow 
extension, forearm pronation) to flexor 
synergy (shoulder abduction/ external 
rotation, elbow flexion, forearm 
supination).  
Extensor synergy: Hand from 
ipsilateral ear to the contralateral knee 
Shoulder              





























Shoulder                     
Elbow 













Subtotal II (max 18)  
III. Volitional movement mixing synergies, without compensation none partial full 
Hand to lumbar spine cannot be performed, hand in front of SIAS 
hand behind of SIAS (without compensation) 






Shoulder flexion 0°-90° 
elbow at 0° 
pronation-supination 0° 
immediate abduction or elbow flexion 
abduction or elbow flexion during movement 







elbow at 90° 
shoulder at 0° 
no pronation/supination, starting position impossible 
limited pronation/supination, maintains position 






Subtotal III (max 6)  
IV. Volitional movement with little or no synergy none partial full 
Shoulder abduction 0 - 90° 
elbow at 0° 
forearm pronated  
immediate supination or elbow flexion 
supination or elbow flexion during movement 






Shoulder flexion 90°- 180° 
elbow at 0° 
pronation-supination 0° 
immediate abduction or elbow flexion 
abduction or elbow flexion during movement 







elbow at 0° 
shoulder at 30°-90° flexion  
no pronation/supination, starting position impossible 
limited pronation/supination, maintains extension 






Subtotal IV (max 6)  
V. Normal reflex activity evaluated only if full score of 6 points achieved on part IV 
biceps, triceps,  
finger flexors 
 
0 points on part IV or 2 of 3 reflexes markedly hyperactive 
1 reflex markedly hyperactive or at least 2 reflexes lively  






Subtotal V (max 2)  
Total  A (max 36)  
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B. WRIST support may be provided at the elbow to take or hold the position, no 
support at wrist, check the passive range of motion prior testing 
none partial full 
Stability at 15° dorsiflexion  
elbow at 90°, forearm pronated 
shoulder at 0° 
less than 15° active dorsiflexion 
dorsiflexion 15°, no resistance is taken 






Repeated dorsifexion / volar flexion 
elbow at 90°, forearm pronated 
shoulder at 0°, slight finger flexion 
cannot perform volitionally 
limited active range of motion 






Stability at 15° dorsiflexion  
elbow at 0°, forearm pronated 
slight shoulder flexion/abduction 
less than 15° active dorsiflexion 
dorsiflexion 15°, no resistance is taken 






Repeated dorsifexion / volar flexion 
elbow at 0°, forearm pronated 
slight shoulder flexion/abduction 
cannot perform volitionally 
limited active range of motion 






Circumduction cannot perform volitionally 
jerky movement or incomplete 






 Total B (max 10)  
 
C. HAND support may be provided at the elbow to keep 90° flexion, no support at 
the wrist, compare with unaffected hand, the objects are interposed, active grasp 
none partial full 
Mass flexion  
from full active or passive extension  0 1 2 
Mass extension 
from full active or passive flexion  0 1 2 
GRASP 
A – flexion in PIP and DIP (digits II-V)  
 extension in MCP II-V 
 
cannot be performed 
can hold position but weak 






B – thumb adduction  
1-st CMC, MCP, IP at 0°, scrap of paper 
between thumb and 2-nd MCP joint 
cannot be performed 
can hold paper but not against tug 






C - opposition pulpa of the thumb 
against the pulpa of 2-nd finger, 
pencil, tug upward 
cannot be performed 
can hold pencil but not against tug 






D – cylinder grip  
cylinder shaped object (small can) 
tug upward, opposition in digits I and II 
cannot be performed 
can hold cylinder but not against tug 






E – spherical grip  
fingers in abduction/flexion, thumb 
opposed, tennis ball  
cannot be performed 
can hold ball but not against tug 






Total C (max 14)  
 
D. COORDINATION/SPEED after one trial with both arms, blind-folded, 
tip of the index finger from knee to nose, 5 times as fast as possible 
marked  slight  none  
Tremor  0 1 2 
Dysmetria pronounced or unsystematic  







  > 5s 2 - 5s < 1s 
Time more than 5 seconds slower than unaffected side 
2-5 seconds slower than unaffected side 






Total D (max 6)  
 
TOTAL A-D (max 66)  
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H. SENSATION, upper extremity 






upper arm, forearm 







  absence  
less than 3/4 
correct 




little or no 
difference 
Position 


















Total H (max12)        
 
J. PASSIVE JOINT MOTION, upper extremity J. JOINT PAIN during passive 






than 10° in 
shoulder) 
decreased  normal  pronounced constant 
pain during or at the 




























































































































Total (max 24)         Total (max 24)                   
 
A. UPPER EXTREMITY /36 
B. WRIST /10 
C. HAND /14 
D. COORDINATION / SPEED / 6 
TOTAL A-D (motor function) /66 
 
H. SENSATION /12 
J. PASSIVE JOINT MOTION /24 
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 Greenville Hospital System  IRB Number: Pro00012187 
Approved: 10/19/2012 
Expiration: 10/18/2013 
RESEARCH STUDY INFORMATION SHEET 
 
An Assistive, Robotic Table [ART] Promoting Independent Living 
 
Study to be Conducted at: Roger C. Peace Rehabilitation Hospital 
    701 Grove Road 
    Greenville, SC  29605 
 
Sponsor Name:  National Science Foundation 
 
Principal Investigator:               Kevin Kopera, MD 864-455-6262 
 
INTRODUCTION 
You are being asked to participate in a research study.  The Institutional Review Board of the Greenville Hospital 
System has reviewed this study for the protection of the rights of human participants in research studies, in 
accordance with federal and state regulations.  However, before you choose to be a research participant, it is 
important that you read the following information and ask as many questions as necessary to be sure that you 
understand what your participation will involve. 
 
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this research is to design and build better furniture for hospitals.  You are being asked to 
participate in a study approximately once a month for an hour per session.  Your participation will involve:  
o Being interviewed in a mock hospital room where you will answer questions regarding how you interact 
with patients and the room’s equipment and furnishings 
o Complete a card-sort where you will organize features and ideas written onto individual cards into groups 
o Provide your feedback on new furniture designs.  
 
POSSIBLE RISKS AND BENEFITS 
There are no known risks associated with this research.  No personally identifiable information will be recorded or 
used as part of this research study. There are no known benefits to you that would result from your participation in 
the study.  This research may help design better furniture. 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary (your choice).  You may refuse to participate or withdraw from 
the study at any time.  If you refuse to participate or withdraw from the study, you will not be penalized or lose any 
benefits.  Your decision will not affect your relationship with the Greenville Hospital System. 
 
CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS 
For more information concerning this study and research-related risks or injuries, or to give comments or express 
concerns or complaints, you may contact the principal investigator, Kevin Kopera, 864-455-6262. You may also 
contact a representative of the Institutional Review Board of the Greenville Hospital System for information 
regarding your rights as a participant involved in a research study or to give comments or express concerns, 
complaints or offer input.  You may obtain the name and number of this person by calling (864) 455-8997. 
 
A survey about your experience with this informed consent process is located at the following website: 
www.ghs.org/research 
Participation in the survey is completely anonymous and voluntary and will not affect your relationship with the 
Greenville Hospital System.  If you would like to have a paper copy of this survey, please tell the principal 
investigator. 
Figure 55: Information Sheet for the Stroke Rehabilitation Continuum Surface Study
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